
By Jamie Killin

Stretch Zone is helping everyone recognize what 
athletes have known for decades — assisted 
stretching helps in achieving an optimal lifestyle, 

whether it’s a senior achieving the mobility to chase after 
their young grandchild, a runner beating their personal 
record, or someone injured in a car accident finding their 
quality of life again after years of pain. 

The Mesa location opened last year, bringing its 
unique Stretch Zone method to help change neuromus-
cular behavior in a way that increases range of motion 
— not just flexibility. The approach is even touted by NFL 
Super Bowl MVP Drew Brees, who has partnered with 
the franchise and opened his own locations. 

Unlike traditional stretching exercises that might be 
done alone, Stretch Zone team members work one-on-one 
with clients during 30-minute sessions to get their bodies 
moving at optimal performance. The trained neuromus-
cular behavioralists assist in eliminating the strain that 
occurs during a solo stretch. 

“Flexibility allows your body to find relaxation 
in day-to-day activities and things you never thought 
you could do,” said Stretch Zone Mesa general manager 

Emily Sotak. “This program is beneficial for everyone. It 
not only increases flexibility but also mobility.”  

The unique assisted approach also helps 
clients overcome their own beliefs about 
their physical capabilities — helping 
to train their bodies to become more 
mobile. Many clients come to Stretch 
Zone after being referred by a physical 
therapist, or to recover from an injury. But 
they find themselves incorporating the 
Stretch Zone into their wellness routine 
to achieve a healthy lifestyle. 

For Emily, the most rewarding part of 
the experience is seeing clients’ lives change 
— like one client who was in an accident 
that forced her to undergo a knee replace-
ment. After coming in twice a week 
for four months, the woman 
was able to enjoy her 

old activities again, such as hiking in Sedona, and credited 
Stretch Zone for the incredible improvement. 

“We’ve been open seven months and have clients that 
have been coming for the entire time,” she said. “We have 
people who tell us this is something they’ll do for the 
rest of their lives.”

To get started, clients come to Stretch Zone for 
an initial session. From there, the team puts together 

a plan that typically includes four to 12 
sessions per month. Sessions range 

from $35 to $50, with higher 
frequency packages being more 
inexpensive per session. 

Stretch Zone does not 
require a contract and instead auto 

renews packages on a monthly basis. 
It also accepts payments through 

HSA and FSA.  

Stretch Zone is located at 3204 N. Recker 
Road, Suite 104, in Mesa. For more  

information, visit stretchzone.com, or call  
(480) 590-1133. 

Stretch Zone Provides Greater Mobility for Everyone 

By Kimberly Alvarado

It’s been five years since Las Sendas resident and 
interior designer Linda Palm turned her dream into a 
reality. You’ve come a long way baby! And, to celebrate 

this anniversary, Window to Design is passing on a five 
percent savings to you. 

If you are ready to transform the look of any room in 
your home, look no further than Window to Design. “We 
offer honest, fair pricing and strive to show you the best 
experience possible for advice on window covering and 
design,” Linda says.

The original concept of becoming an expert designer 
— servicing a specific trade of builders, Realtors, and 
interior designers — has developed into expanded public 
assistance. Linda has created a business blueprint to 
parallel her desired lifestyle here in east Mesa. She enjoys 
personal consultations with her customers, where she can 
help fulfill window covering needs.

“I come from a family of business owners who told me 
if you make it five years, you’ve made it! It was scary, with 
the flood in our Scottsdale store, the move to Mesa, and 
then COVID,” says Linda.

But all those stumbling stones helped build a thriving 
business that incorporates Linda’s expertise into the 
lifestyle she has always dreamed of. 

She remembers the earliest days and her initial goal 
to create a business where she is in charge, a business she 

could run, rather than a business that ran her. “It was 
never about being the largest, or competing with any other 
companies,” she said. 

“From the beginning, it was about creating a standard 
of living for myself and offering professional design advice 
to each of my customers in a fun atmosphere.” 

Three years into the introduction of Window to 
Design, Linda brought on an assistant, Lisa Bolier, to help 
her with all the nuts and bolts of keeping the business 
thriving. She found Lisa, another Las Sendas resident, on 
the Nextdoor app and hired her as the businesses’ book-
keeper/design assistant. The two have worked together for 
the past two years to mold the local business into what it 
is today.

As she turns the pages of an 
additional year in business, Linda is 
contentedly satisfied that she is meeting 
the window covering needs of both 
business and individual patrons in the 
East Valley.

Linda sets herself apart from others 
by being a listener. “I don’t want to tell 
clients what they need in their personal 
or professional spaces. I want to listen to 
their wants and help them tailor choices 
that are as unique as they are.”

FIVE YEARS IN THE MAKING
As any business owner realizes, it is not always endless 
days of smooth sailing when you’re working for yourself. 
Sometimes unique requests call for some deep soul-
searching and can leave you feeling a little doubtful. 

Linda recalls one of those nail-biting situations, when 
one of her clients wished for motorized patterned drapery 
on four 15-foot window-wall panels. Every part was 
moving and needed to align perfectly upon closure. The 
development was challenging for the entrepreneur, but one 
she can look back on as an accomplishment — a project 
that turned out beautifully.

It’s these encounters that set the standard for 
customer satisfaction.  

WINDOW TO DESIGN CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 »

Window to Design Celebrates Five Year Anniversary

Linda Palm
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AS AN ACCELERATED, K-8 CHARTER SCHOOL, our goal is to inspire 
a passion for life-long learning. We provide nurturing, individualized 
learning strategies with new research-based and traditional learning 
methods.

Self Development Academy 
Grades K-8 now enrolling. (480) 641-2640

1709 N. Greenfield Road, Mesa, AZ 85205 
www.SelfDevelopmentAcademy.com

#1 Ranked School in Mesa  #2 Ranked K-8 School in ArizonaBefore/After-School Programs for ages 5-12. Summer camp too!

Because we can see the future.

SELF DEVELOPMENT PRESCHOOL (2-5 years old)

Using a well-planned thematic curriculum, the preschool prepares 
students for their elementary school success. 

They complete their kindergarten year reading fluently and solving 
mathematics problems at one to two grade levels ahead.

Self Development Preschool 
Call us: (480) 396-3522

1721 N. Greenfield Road Mesa, AZ 85205 
www.SelfDevelopmentPreschool.com

Start right. Right from the start.

Inspiring exceptional futures.Self Development
Preschool

They complete their kindergarten year 
reading fluently and solving
mathematics problems at one to two 
grade levels ahead.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF  
SELF DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY
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THE 

SELF DEVELOPMENT PRESCHOOL (2-5 years old)
Using a well-planned thematic curriculum, the preschool prepares
students for their elementary school success.

Mesa’s #1 ranked school • Arizona’s #2 ranked

Academic Excellence Award • Opening a new site in Phoenix

AS AN ACCELERATED, K-8 CHARTER SCHOOL, our 
goal is to inspire a passion for life-long learning. We
provide nurturing, individualized learning strategies with 
new research-based and traditional learning methods.

They complete their kindergarten year 
reading fluently and solving
mathematics problems at one to two 
grade levels ahead.

For more information about our 
Summer Camp, call 

(480) 396-3522.
• High retention rate of teachers

succeed (Many teachers continue to
teach at SDA for 10 to 15 years 
or more)

• The belief that all children can 

• A rigorous curriculum that 
allows middle school students 
to participate in an accelerated 
path to take geometry and 
Algebra I and II by eighth grade

• The certainty of fluid intelligence

• A Culture of high expectations

• The feel of community

aLSO eNrOLLING FOr FaLL 2015-2016
SeLF DeveLOpmeNt preSChOOL

(480) 396-3522
1721 N. Greenfield road, mesa, aZ  85205

www.SelfDevelopmentpreschool.com

SeLF DeveLOpmeNt aCaDemy
Grades K-8 (480) 641-2640

1721 N. Greenfield road mesa, aZ  85205
www.SelfDevelopmentacademy.com

Distinctive Features of Self Development Academy

BEFORE/AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
FOR AGES 5-12

CELEBRATING 15 YEARS OF SUCCESS
MESA'S #1 RANKED SCHOOL • ARIZONA'S #2 RANKED SCHOOL 

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD  • CHARTER SCHOOL OF THE YEAR  

Schedule an in-person tour nowENROLL NOW
480-396-3522

Preschool and Before/After School Program
Ages 2-12

Summer Enrichment Program
Ages 5-12

NOW ENROLLING SY 2021- 2022

WWW.SELFDEVELOPMENTACADEMY.COM

Self Development Academy

Teach a Love for Discovery Teach a Love for Learning
SELF DEVELOPMENT PRESCHOOL (2-5 years old)
Using a well-planned thematic curriculum, the preschool prepares 
students for Kindergarten and beyond.

AS AN ACCELERATED, K-8 CHARTER SCHOOL, 
we believe all students can learn. Through hands- 
on, engaging learning activities, your child will build 
self-confidence and critical thinking skills. Students 
develop a passion for life long learning in a  
literacy-rich environment.

• We teach Geometry alongside Logic, Physics alongside 
Philosophy, and Literature alongside Creative Writing

• Accelerated, rigorous curriculum in a nurturing 
environment

• Chromebooks
• STEM + Arts and Enrichment Programs

GENIUS UNLIMITED:  Give your curious child the gift of beautiful thinking!! 

SELF DEVELOPMENT PRESCHOOL
(480) 396-3522

1721 N. Greenfield Road  
Mesa, AZ 85205

SELF DEVELOPMENT MESA
(480) 641-2640

1709 N. Greenfield Road 
Mesa, AZ 85205

SELF DEVELOPMENT EAST MESA
(480) 641-2640

7930 E. Baseline Road  
Mesa, AZ 85209

SELF DEVELOPMENT GLENDALE
(602) 675-0125

16635 N. 51st Avenue 
Glendale, AZ 85306

SELF DEVELOPMENT PRESCHOOL 
GLENDALE

COMING SOON

SELF DEVELOPMENT PHOENIX
(602) 274-1910

1515 E. Indian School Road  
Phoenix, AZ 85014
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IT’S A GREAT TIME TO 
BUY OR REFINANCE.
Let’s talk today.

TONY MASCARI | VP/Mortgage Loan Officer 

Direct: 480-807-7526 | Cell: 602-326-6447
tony.mascari@westernbanks.com

Let us help you get on 
   the road to wellness!

Mesa Naturopathic
1955 N. Val Vista Dr., Suite 103
(480) 306-8111 - mesadr.com

Laura Markison,  
NMD

Thermogenic All-Natural Weight Loss Program by
WITH COUNSELING AND SUPPORT

*see back for details

THERMOGENIC ALL-NATURAL

Weight Loss Program
✓ Counseling and Support
✓ Thermogenic Formula
✓ Lipovit Injection – Weekly
✓ Protein Powder
✓ Supplements

PLUS FREE CONSULTATION
OFF*

$25

BRING THIS AD IN AND GET A FREE B-12 SHOT

WE ARE OPEN!
IV LOUNGE: For energy, pre/post marathons, wellness, and hangovers • AESTHETICS: Microneedling and facials

HORMONE BALANCING AND REPLACEMENT: Bioidentical creams, injections, and pellets
PAIN RELIEF: Joint injections, Diowave laser, acupuncture, Shiatsu 

WEIGHT LOSS WITH $10 FAT BURNER SHOTS

EDUCATION

By Christina Harguess, Administrative Team, 
Self Development Preschool and Summer Day 
Camp

Student learning loss has been the topic of major 
discussions as a result of the effect of the pandemic 
on education. While some students have thrived 

participating in online learning, others need a boost to 
start next fall well prepared.

Being prepared in the fall for school is not only 
important for kindergartners but also for elementary grade 
students and above.  

After assessing the needs of pre-kindergarten and 
elementary students, the leaders of Self Development 
Preschool (SDP) and School Age Summer Program 
are excited to announce unique opportunities for your 
children to enter the fall session well prepared to succeed 
in their schooling, both academically and socially. 

 
KINDERGARTEN READINESS 

A well-rounded and 
integrated early child-
hood curriculum in a 
nurturing environment 
is a must in helping 
students succeed in 
elementary school and 
beyond. An integrated 
curriculum with 
thematic approach in 
the early years provides 
for a strong foundation 
in developing lifelong 
learners. Ideal early 

education recognizes that combining arts, science, music, 
and math provides for an educational opportunity steeped 
in the splendor of the Renaissance.      

SDP’s curriculum includes a focus on art and music 
appreciation. Students learn about artists and musicians 
and information on their works of art and musical scores. 
Students then become artists as they create art projects 
and recreate the musical rhythms the program exposes 
them to.

Our new STEM lab collects the most sophisticated 
hands-on activities, that are engaging, require deep 
analytical and creative thought, and, according to one 
student, “make time fly by.” Amazingly, modern technology 
inside young learning devices can now offer students what 
graduate students did not have access to when we opened 
the school!  

SDP’s STEAM program is rigorously engaging. 
Literally, generations have passed through our doors 
becoming experts in interdisciplinary learning. Once 
children, now adults, they have only known one place as 
the STEAM school that molds children in unpredictable 
combinations of what SDP provides all their students: 
love, advanced education, deep thinking, creative insights, 
and eternal friendships.   

SDP continues to innovate ways that increase critical 
and creative thinking to create the next generation of cura-
tors of extraordinary works of art and curers of diseases 
that are waiting to be solved.    

ENRICHMENT CAMPS FOR STUDENTS

The SDP School Age Summer Program continues the 
focus on STEAM during the summer enrichment camp 
for school age 
children. Students 
participate in a 
program that 
combines arts, 
science, music, 
math, technology, 
and literature with 
a focus on critical 
thinking. These 
knowledge explorers 
are provided 
educational opportunities in an environment that allows 
them to find their inner genius and enhance their critical 
thinking skills while participating in a nurturing, social 
environment.

ART AND MUSIC APPRECIATION CAMP
Students in grades one to five will participate in art and 
music appreciation programs. Students will have oppor-
tunities to learn about famous music composers and the 
basics of how to compose music and build an orchestra. In 
the art appreciation portion of the program, students will 
be introduced to various artists. Students will participate 
in virtual museum tours and learn about an artist and their 
style, and create art pieces that are inspired by the artist. 

 
SCIENCE AND  
MATH CAMP
During the science and 
math camp portion of 
the program, students 
will learn about famous 
scientists and their 
contribution to society. 
Students will then become 
scientists themselves as 
they complete various 
experiments during the 
program. Students will use 

knowledge they have within to create a hypothesis and test 
it while in an engaging environment. In addition, students 
will strengthen their knowledge and understanding of 
math concepts by completing fun, engaging math projects.

CODING CAMP
Students will be given the opportunity to become coding 
specialists during the technology portion of the program. 
Students will be introduced to the coding program Tynker 
to facilitate their learning of online coding and program-
ming. Students will create programs using the coding skills 
they have learned.
  
LITERATURE CAMP
During the literature appreciation portion of the program, 
students will learn about the famous works and authors 
of the 19th and 20th centuries. They will create their own 
works of literature based on what they learn.

All of these programs 
provide a well-rounded 
and integrated curriculum 
that allows students to find 
their inner genius while 
participating in a fun, 
nurturing environment 
steeped in the splendor 
of the Renaissance. In 
addition to the learning 
camps, students will also 
have access to the school’s 
outdoor playground, 
allowing them to maintain safe distancing. Select camps 
will also be available with an online option. 

For more information regarding the SDP School Age Summer 
Program and associated fees, please call Vernetta Madsen, 
director of summer day camp, at (480) 396-3522.

Summer Enrichment Program 
to Boost Student Learning 
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Zaina Rashid, 
D.O., F.A.A.D., F.A.O.C.D.

DR. RASHID IS A MEMBER OF:

American Academy of Dermatology

American Osteopathic Association

American Society of Mohs Surgery

American Society for Laser Medicine  
and Surgery

The American Academy of  
Cosmetic Surgery

The American Society for  
Dermatologic Surgery

Dr. Rashid is a board 
certified dermatologist, 

cosmetic and Mohs 
micrographic surgeon.

Newest Technology in the East Valley 
for Anti-Wrinkle Treatment!
Clinically proven technology - A multi-cen-
ter clinical studies evaluated the clinical 
effects of Sofwave’s ultrasound technol-
ogy on facial wrinkles and necklines, 88% 
of patients were marked as improved or 
significantly improved 12 weeks after a 
single treatment

Safe and effective, no side effects - Propri-
etary Intense Ultrasound Beam™ (IUB) 
technology with integrated cooling, enables 
treatment at the optimal depth in the mid-
dermis, while ensuring no damage to the 
epidermis or to the underlying structures 
beneath the dermis

Non-invasive, no downtime - Ultrasound 
energy precisely passes through the skin’s 
surface, heating the mid-dermal tissue at 
just the right depth and temperature to 
rejuvenate collagen fibres and improve the 
overall appearance of aging skin. Patients 
can get right back to normal life immedi-
ately following treatment

Fast 30 - 40 min treatment - This quick full 
face and neck treatment is more comfort-
able, easy to perform and can actually be 
done during a lunch break

Treats all skin types - Darker skin types are 
more susceptible to burns with laser and 
light-based therapies. With Ultrasound, the 
treatment is safe and effective regardless of 
the patient’s skin type

High patient satisfaction - In a multi-centre 
clinical study, 72% of the patients were 
satisfied with their results and rated them 
as improved to very much improved

5424 E. SOUTHERN AVE., SUITE 103, MESA, AZ 85206  |  (480) 396-2300
OPEN: Monday - Friday 8 - 5 p.m.  |  Saturday 9 - 1 (once a month)  Insurance Accepted

HOW DOES SOFWAVE WORK? 
The ideal depth for treating wrinkles 
is 1.5mm in the mid-dermis. Our 
unique, Intense Ultrasound Beam™ 
(IUB) technology generates heat at 
this exact depth in the mid-dermis. 
Additionally, there is an integrated 
cooling mechanism that protects the 
uppermost skin layer from burning.

The impacted treatment zones 
stimulate a healing response, called 
neo-collagenases, which increases and 
regenerates the collagen in the skin, 
leading to the reduction in fine lines 
and wrinkles.
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Spring Has Sprung
and You Can Too!

3204 N. Recker Road,
Suite 104,

Mesa AZ 85215

FREE
INTRO

STRETCH!

CALL TODAY! (480) 590-1133

Longbow@stretchzone.com

LONGBOW

Mon-Thu: 9-6 Fri: 9-5 Sat: 9-3 Sun: Closed

www.stretchzone.com

IMPROVING YOUR LIFESTYLE ONE STRETCH AT A TIME

» WINDOW TO DESIGN CONTINUED FROM FRONT COVER

HUNTER DOUGLAS PRODUCTS
Linda most enjoys working with Hunter Douglas 
products, because she finds them innovative; a company 
constantly upgrading their products and one that offers 
exceptional customer service. A tour of her website, 
windowtodesign.com, will give you a glimpse of some of 
the latest products, promotions, and inspirations to help 
renovate your living spaces into the most current and 
efficient areas of your home. 

A particular product that has become extremely 
popular here in Arizona are Silhouette Window Shades.

“Sometimes Arizona residents tend to under-cover 
their windows,” says Linda. “A winter visitor or new 
homeowner might be anxious to conserve the view of their 
surroundings, capture the colorful sunsets, or maintain the 
presence of activity and atmosphere in the backyard from 
indoors. However, the reality of leaving those views unpro-
tected and uncovered, often means hot afternoon summers 
and uncomfortable indoor temperatures as a result.”

STAYING ON TOP OF THE TRENDS
To stay knowledgeable in her field, continuing education is 
constant for the professional designer. New operating systems 
and innovative fabrics are forever evolving and changing.

Linda keeps apprised on the most recent technology 
and trends through online educational courses. In fact, she 
once provided in-person curriculums in her showroom, 
but had to take a temporary detour, due to the pandemic.

Just as styles and trends shift, so will the busi-
ness in the coming months. Looking ahead, Linda 

hopes to resume her in-home consultations, where she 
has a first-hand visual of the platform for her design 
recommendations. 

Wondering which old trends are sneaking their way 
back into our homes? Drapery, she insists, never lost 
its popularity. Now more than ever adding texture and 
pattern in drapery and wallpaper is a creative and fun way 
to add function and beauty to our homes.

With a new movement toward multi-functional 
homes, where people are transforming living space into 
places to work, exercise, and spend holidays, updating with 
window coverings can assist in the remarkable shift we 
currently desire.

What sort of appeal will add purpose to your home 
this year? Linda suggests that the year ahead may very 
well be in window shades, a replacement to the wooden 
shutters that over-cover a view.

In celebration of a milestone anniversary, Linda looks 
ahead to a new year of designing for locals. “Referrals from 
the trade and public kept us going and is growing the 
business today. We are grateful.” 

To speak with Linda to learn more about her Window to 
Design store, you can contact her at (480) 207-6450, or 
visit her website — windowtodesign.com, or instagram.com/
windowtodesign.
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Membership Privileges
PRIORITY TEE TIME BOOKINGS

ACCESS TO ALL MEMBER EVENTS

UNLIMITED PRACTICE FACILITY

LOCKER ROOM AND CLUB STORAGE

DISCOUNTS IN RESTAURANT

PRIORITY BOOKING FOR ALL SOCIALS

SEASONAL DUES (NON RESIDENTS)

contact: Wayne McBean 
(480) 323-9364

wmcbean@lassendas.com

Las Sendas 
Golf Club
7555 Eagle Crest Drive 
Mesa, AZ 85207

Las Sendas 
   Golf Club $5,000 CREDIT

ENDS APRIL 30th 

JOIN NOW!

FULLY REFUNDABLE MEMBERSHIP
ONLY $45,000 (Receive a $5,000 Credit)

NON REFUNDABLE MEMBERSHIP
ONLY $25,000 (Receive a $5,000 Credit)

1 YEAR TRIAL MEMBERSHIP
ONLY $5,000 (NON-REFUNDABLE)  

& FULLY TRANSFERABLE

JUNIOR MEMBERSHIP  UNDER AGE 45

ONLY $5,000 & FULLY TRANSFERABLE (AGE 50)

PROXY MEMBERSHIP
ONLY $220+DUES/MONTH, ZERO DOWN

SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP
ONLY $2,000 – 10 GOLF PASSES, 10% OFF PRO 

SHOP & RESTAURANTS

Buy Now, Play All Summer! 
THE SUMMER GOLF PASS IS NOW AVAILABLE!

ENJOY UNLIMITED GOLF FOR ONLY $1500 + TAX
FAMILY PASS $2000 + TAX (KIDS UNDER 21)

VALID: JUNE 1 - SEPT. 30, 2021 *Date of overseed closure TBA, end of September

INCLUDES: UNLIMITED GOLF, 1/2 CART & RANGE, 14 DAY BOOKING RESTRICTIONS:  
ANYTIME AFTER 8:00 AM
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LAS SENDAS GOLF CLUB
Award Winning Dining, Fabulous Entertainment and World Class GolfWE ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR DINING AND GOLF

Submitted by Joy Covell,
Alice Cooper Solid Rock

Like all great ideas, Solid Rock began on a simple 
premise — inside every teen there is a hidden talent.

Alice Cooper’s Solid Rock Teen Centers inspire 
teens to discover their talent and achieve artistic excellence 
through music, dance, and the arts as well as vocational 
training in sound, lighting, staging, and fellowship — all in 
a safe, supervised facility. 

Located on the southeast corner of Thunderbird 
Road and 32nd Street in Phoenix, the 22,000 square foot 
Alice Cooper’s The Rock Teen Center Phoenix opened in 
2012 in partnership with Genesis Church after a decade 
of fundraising. The center encompasses an auditorium, 
dance studio, recording studio, video studio, computer lab, 
music rooms for guitar, drums, bass and vocal lessons, and 
a LeRoy Neiman art studio.

Opening in Spring 2021, Alice Cooper’s The Rock Teen 
Center Mesa, located in a former elementary school at 122 
N. Country Club Drive, will showcase more than 11,000 
square feet of space in partnership with Mesa Public 
Schools. Alice Cooper’s Solid Rock Teen Centers will fund 
the renovations at the new Mesa center and provide more 
than $100,000 worth of music, arts and dance program-
ming to youth ages 12 to 20 as well as the local community. 

The Mesa center grew out of the Alice Cooper’s 
annual Rock & Roll Fundraising Bash at Las Sendas Golf 
Club in east Mesa. 

“Some of the elected officials came out and saw what 
we were doing,” Alice said. “They said, ‘What would you 
think about doing one of these in Mesa?’ And immediately, 
our antennas went up.” 

The new Mesa center will start with the basics, Alice 
says, “and let it grow like the other one did.” That means 

rehearsal rooms, musical instruments students 
can learn on free of charge, and a dance studio. 
Fender has already donated 20 guitars and 
several amplifiers for the new location. 

As far as staffing the Mesa location, 
Sheryl Cooper said, “There are people 
being groomed right now. We’re excited 
about meeting people that fit for it. 
We’ve got to let them know this is 
not just a thing that you do. We 
want you to love this. We want you 
to be involved in this. So it’s your 
baby. Like it’s our baby. You want to 
make sure that the kids are safe.”

One of the organization’s main 
fundraisers, Alice Cooper’s Rock & 

Roll Golf Classic, provides the opportunity for the public 
to learn more and donate at the annual event. Additional 
funding for both Centers comes from grants and donations 
made by people and organizations who appreciate what 
the Coopers and their non-profit organization have done 
for teens in the community. 

“Every kid out here,” Alice said, “has got talent. 
Somewhere in you, there’s a talent that you want to get 

out. We invite you to come in and find your talent. 
It might not be music. It might be art. It might be 
dance. Whatever it is, you can discover it at Alice 
Cooper’s Solid Rock Teen Centers.” 

COOPSTOCK
CoopStock Music on the Green will be held on 
Saturday, April 24 from 6 to 11 p.m. at Las Sendas 
Golf Club in Mesa. The evening’s festivities include 
a silent auction, food trucks, and live celebrity 
entertainment, including a performance by Alice, the 
Rock and Roll Hall of Famer himself. Others include 

the original voice of Foreigner, Lou Gramm, ASIA 
featuring John Payne, Tommy Thayer of KISS, 
and more.

Ticket donations are $89 to $350 
per person and can be purchased online at 
AliceCooperSolidRock.com/COOPSTOCK/. 
The event is open to the public. 

Alice Cooper’s Solid Rock Teen Center is located 
at 13625 N. 32nd St. in Phoenix. For informa-
tion, visit alicecoopersolidrock.com, or call (602) 
522-9200. Las Sendas Golf Club is located at 7555 

E. Eagle Crest Drive in Mesa. For information, visit 
lassendas.com, or call (480) 396-4000.

Alice Cooper’s Solid Rock Teen Center Opening in Mesa 
COOPSTOCK ANNOUNCED TO ASSIST IN FUNDRAISING

Sheryl and Alice Cooper
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Zaina Rashid, 
D.O., F.A.A.D., F.A.O.C.D.

DR. RASHID IS A MEMBER OF:

American Academy of Dermatology

American Osteopathic Association

American Society of Mohs Surgery

American Society for Laser Medicine  
and Surgery

The American Academy of  
Cosmetic Surgery

The American Society for  
Dermatologic Surgery

SPECIALIZING IN 
TREATMENTS FOR
THE FOLLOWING 

CONDITIONS:

NO CUTTING NO DOWNTIMENO PAIN NO SCARRING

Ask your doctor for more information or check out
www.sensushealthcare.com

Superficial Radiotherapy

SRT-Superficial 
Radiotherapy

If you’re diagnosed with non-melanoma skin 

cancer, and you don’t want or can’t tolerate 

surgery, SRT may be the perfect option. SRT 

could be the perfect option. Safe, effective and 

cosmetically superior, SRT treats basal cell and 

squamous cell carcinoma with no pain, scarring 

or patient downtime.

There’s a Non-Surgical 
Treatment for Skin Cancer

Every patient deserves a choice!

Dr. Rashid is a board certified 
dermatologist, cosmetic and 
Mohs micrographic surgeon.

5424 E. SOUTHERN AVE., SUITE 103, MESA, AZ 85206  |  (480) 396-2300
OPEN: Monday - Friday 8 - 5 p.m.  |  Saturday 9 - 1 (once a month)  Insurance Accepted

NO SCARRING TREATMENT 
for SKIN CANCERS 

Every patient deserves a choice! 

SRT-Superficial 
Radiotherapy
There’s a Non-Surgical

Treatment for Skin Cancer!

If you’re diagnosed with non-
melanoma skin cancer, and 

you don’t want or can’t tolerate 
surgery, SRT may be the perfect 

option. Safe, effective and 
cosmetically superior, SRT 

treats basal cell and squamous 
cell carcinoma with no pain, 

scarring or patient downtime.  
It can also treat keloids.

NO CUTTING • NO PAIN
NO DOWNTIME • NO SCARRING

www.sensushealthcare.com

10% OFF Cosmetic 
Services
(WITH THIS AD.)

Skin Cancer

Mohs Skin  
Cancer Surgery

Acne

Warts

Psoriasis

Moles

Sun Damage

Wrinkles

Chemical Peels

Botox

Juvederm

Rosacea

Laser

Platelet Rich  
Plasma 

PRP Therapy in Hair 
Restoration & Collagen  

Rejuvenation

The Newest 
Technology in 
the East Valley 
for Anti-Wrinkle 

Treatment 

FINANCES

By Jamie Killin

Walking into a bank isn’t 
always comfortable. It 
can be impersonal, time-

consuming, and often overwhelming. 
In this respect, Western State Bank 
stands out from the crowd.

At Western, bankers know 
clients by their first names, guests are 
greeted with a beverage, and appoint-
ments are never needed.  

“When you walk into a big bank, 
you’re essentially seen as a number,” 
Tony Mascari, vice president and 
mortgage loan officer, says. “You don’t know the bankers, 
and they don’t know you. We’ve created a different experi-
ence here at Western State Bank.” 

Western provides the security and convenience of 
larger banks with a welcoming approach. Their customers 
enjoy perks like free online banking and ATM fee reim-
bursement while receiving the personal attention they 
deserve. 

Community outreach is important to Western. 
Community-driven efforts, like their Hometown Heroes 
program, offer special perks for past and present frontline 
workers, teachers, medical professionals, veterans, and law 
enforcement professionals. 

“The Hometown Heroes program provides great 
banking benefits and potentially lower costs on financing 
for the people who give back to our community,” Tony said. 
“It’s not something you’ll typically see at a big-box bank.”

During the pandemic, Tony has helped clients take 
advantage of low mortgage rates with new home loans and 
refinancing options. 

“We’re doing so many refinances right now! 
Refinancing can get that interest rate down and lower 
payments, provide some cash for home improvements or to 
pay off some bills. There are multiple benefits,” Tony said. 

Tony, who has been a Mesa resident 
and in the mortgage business for more 
than 30 years, wants people to know 
that they might be more qualified for 
a home than they think. He expects 
interest rates to start increasing again, 
making now the perfect time to get 
prequalified. 

“To me, it’s not about that one-time 
transaction, it’s about creating a relation-
ship,” Tony commented.

According to Tony, that approach 
has paid off with an ever-growing 
community of loyal clients. 

“Every customer that opens an account always says 
the same thing when they leave: ‘I wish I would have done 
this years ago’ or ‘I wish I would have come in before.’”  

Western State Bank’s Mesa branch is located at 5901 E. 
McKellips Road, Suite 104, on the southwest corner of 
McKellips and Recker roads near Fry’s Food and Drug. For 
more information, visit westernbanks.com. To speak with 
Tony, call (480) 807-7526.

You Get Personalized Service 
AT WESTERN STATE BANK

Tony Mascariat The UPS Store

SE CORNER OF  
POWER & MCDOWELL

2733 N. Power Road
(NEXT TO ALBERTSONS)

Mesa AZ 85215

Pick Up
Extra Copies of
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2831 N. Power Road, Suite 104  (480) 985-0114
Facebook.com/MesaPacinos  •  www.PacinosAZ.com  •  mesapacinos@aol.com 

ITALIAN GRILL & BAR

Located at The Village at Las Sendas,  
Behind CVS at Power and McDowell Roads

ORDER 
TAKEOUT 
THROUGH

ORDER 
DELIVERY 
THROUGH

CHECK IT OUT AT PACINOSITALIAN.COM

REAL ITALIAN BY 
REAL ITALIANS

PACINO'S INTRODUCES OUR ALL NEW 
CURBSIDE SERVICE

You asked for it, you got it. Real pizza 
delivered from our our kitchen to yours. 

PACINO'S CELEBRATES 

Al Pacino's 81st birthday 
and our 8th birthday 

HERE IN MESA
Saturday, April 24 and Sunday, April 25

It's our way of saying thank you for making us 
your restaurant of choice. There will be live music 
Saturday afternoon & evening and Sunday Brunch 

We will be raffling off some cool Al Pacino Memorabilia and 
four $100 Pacino gift cards both Saturday and Sunday. No 

need to be present, just need to fill out an entry form

From the bottom of our hearts  
and the deepest parts of our souls

THE GREATEST MEAL DEAL includes a large  
1-topping pizza, spaghetti with meatballs and 

antipasto salad $24.99 or 

WINGMAN, which includes a 2-topping large pizza,  
10 wings and a large Caesar salad $24.99

Easter Sunday 
ELABORATE BRUNCH • LIVE MUSIC

EASTER EGG HUNT
The fun begins at 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Each egg has a prize, some with candy,  
some with gift certificates, some with cash

Join our family as we celebrate the resurrection of Jesus

LOCAL BUSINESS

By Dawn Abbey

Pacino’s Italian Restaurant is celebrating an eighth year 
in the neighborhood with special anniversary events 
on Saturday, April 24 and Sunday, April 25 — the 

restaurant’s namesake, Al Pacino’s, 81st birthday weekend.
“It’s been a hard year,” said Pacino’s owner Frank 

Spacarelli, who’s been told he bears a resemblance to the 
famous actor. “We are so humbled and grateful to our loyal 
guests who immediately after the lockdowns began ordering 
takeout from us, leaving large tips and offering help. Many 
told us they wanted to make sure we would continue being 
able to serve our great Italian food to the neighborhood.” 

“I’ve been in the restaurant business for 35 years 
and I never experienced such an outpouring of love and 
caring from everyone. I’m a fighter and I’ve been knocked 
down many times and gotten back up, but this year with 
the support of the Lord and our very loyal customers and 
associates, we thankfully have been able to stay in business.”

Since opening in-establishment dining, Frank says 
they are already at capacity most days. Pacino’s offers a 
large outdoor dining patio, as well as comfortably spaced 
indoor tables and booths.

To give back, Frank has created some 
special events for the Al Pacino 81st 
Birthday Anniversary Party. On Saturday, 
from noon to 3 p.m., Frank will be giving 
away free samples of various menu items 
in a celebratory atmosphere with live 
music. Music will continue all day through 
dinner hours.

Sunday is always brunch day from 
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Pacino’s, with 
menu items such as Lemon Ricotta 
Pancakes, Salmon Frittata, and Guinness 
Mac & Cheese, as well as a variety of 
omelettes and salads, accompanied by favorite 
brunch cocktails. All brunch diners on 
Sunday, April 25, will be entered into a free 
raffle to win gifts of Al Pacino memorabilia. 
Live music will continue all day.

Frank realizes that some are still hesitant 
to dine out, so he is continuing his three special 

$24.99 takeout meals. Each family-style 
meal is a different combination of pizza, 

pastas, wings and Caesar or antipasto 
salads. Check out PacinosItalian.com 
for menus. Regular menu items are also 
available for takeout or delivery.

Frank is also offering an Extra-Value 
Lunch Menu, including pizzas, pastas, 

sandwiches, burgers, salads and entrées, 
with prices from $7 to $13, served Monday 

through Friday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Happy Hour continues daily from 3 to 6 p.m., 

with discount prices on drinks and bar food items 
like toasted ravioli, meatballs, mussels and more. 

For reservations, to order takeout or delivery, or to 
check out the menus, visit PacinosItalian.com, or call 
(480) 985-0114. Pacino’s is located at the northeast 
corner of Power and McDowell roads in The Village at 
Las Sendas shopping center.

Pacino’s Italian Restaurant 
THANKFUL TO CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
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LOCAL BUSINESS

@sweetrepeatsmesa

We Want 
       Your Style!

SweetRepeatsMesa.com

Monday-Friday 10am-4pm & Saturday 10am-3pm

6039 E University Drive - Mesa 
480.275.2480

We are looking for new consignors to fill our 
expansion. Of course, we are still taking better 
quality designer brands but we are also looking 
for eclectic, one of a kind styles to add to our 
collection... Women’s & Men’s. Call to see how to 
turn your closet into cash!

C l o t h i n g  C o n s i g n m e n t  S h o p

By Jamie Killin

La Peau Dermatology is 
now offering the latest in 
skincare technology, the 

Sofwave Ultrasound. 
While lasers, needles and 

the like have become mainstream 
in the skincare world, you’re 
probably asking yourself — what 
is a Sofwave Ultrasound, and 
how can it improve the look of 
my skin?

The Sofwave Ultrasound targets fine lines by 
boosting collagen production. It penetrates 1.5 millime-
ters into the skin with its unique Intense Ultrasound Beam 
technology, designed to reach the deeper layers of the 
skin while protecting the outermost layer — allowing for 
no downtime.  

“This treatment only targets the collagen beneath the 
surface of the skin,” said La Peau Dermatology founder Dr. 
Zaina Rashid. “You could complete the treatment in 45 
minutes during your lunch hour then go back to work and 
nobody would even know you had anything done.”

Dr. Rashid recommends getting the Sofwave 
Ultrasound treatment once a year for optimal results, with 
results beginning to show at three months, and reaching 
their optimal levels at six months to one year.  

“You’ll see significant improvements in elasticity, and 
fine lines, especially those around the cheeks and neck, and 
an overall tightening of the skin,” said Dr. Rashid.

She also recommends patients begin with this treat-
ment, then add other aesthetic services such as fillers 
and lasers to achieve the healthiest and most youthful 
skin possible. 

“This treatment can be added to any skincare regimen, 
or it’s a great place to start before adding other treatments 
later,” she said. “It’s recommended to be done before any 
fillers or Botox, then you can also add other anti-aging 
treatments like laser services.”

It’s also an ideal treatment for younger patients, who 
can use the Sofwave Ultrasound to prevent the wrinkles 
and fine lines brought on from sun exposure and aging. 

“This treatment is ideal for people as young as those 
in their twenties,” said Dr. Rashid. “It’s preventative 
maintenance. Our biggest challenges in maintaining 
healthy, youthful skin are gravity and sun, so this treat-

LA PEAU DERMATOLOGY INTRODUCES 
New Collagen Boosting Technology

Dr. Zaina Rashid

ment is able to help in reversing the gravity as time goes 
by and reduce sagging.” 

As the only dermatologist offering the treatment in 
the East Valley, Dr. Rashid was eager to add the Sofwave 
Ultrasound to her list of services to help patients enjoy the 
newest and most advanced options for skincare. 

“I wanted to add this service because it’s the newest 
technology,” she said. “Nobody else has it in the area and 
this is the only technology that’s ultrasound based that 
nudges the collagen at the deep layers with such few treat-
ments needed.” 

La Peau Dermatology is located at 5424 E. Southern Ave., 
Suite 103, in Mesa. For more information, or to schedule an 
appointment, call (480) 396-2300. 
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REAL ESTATE

Lorraine Ryall

w w w . H o m e s 2 S e l l A Z . c o m

Lorraine Ryall Associate Broker, CDPE, CSSN

(602) 571-6799 | Lorraine@Homes2SellAZ.com
VALLEY REAL ESTATE
EXPERTS SINCE 1972

“Lorraine is a master at the 
home selling/buying business. 
She has the experience, skill 
and creativity to close deals. 
Her energy and personal style 
made the selling of my home a 
flawless transaction from start 
to finish. The listing showed 
my house in its very best light. 
She handled the subsequent 
inspections and escrow 
services with ease. She and her 
capable support staff did the 
heavy lifting, leaving me free 
to work on my move. Lorraine 
is a strong professional in 
every sense of the word. I 
highly recommend her.” –Mike

Metes and Bounds
No HOA, Views - $1,299,000

5096 SF / 5 Bed 5.5 Bath

Val Vista Groves
Acre Lot NO HOA - $1,050,000

5200 SF / 5 Bed+2 Bonus Rooms, 3 Bath

Leisure World
Golf Course Lot - $450,000
1676 SF / 2 Bed, 1.75 Bath

YOU TAKE CARE OF THE MOVE AND 
I'LL TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING ELSE

HOME SAFE CERTIFIED AND CERTIFIED NEGOTIATION EXPERT

Full-Service Real Estate with Complimentary Services
HOME STAGING   |   REPAIR AND UPGRADE CONSULTATION

4 HOURS PACKING/ORGANIZING FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS

WHAT’S YOUR HOME WORTH—FIND OUT TODAY www.InstantHomeValueAZ.com

RANKED TOP 1% 
of REALTORS® in Mesa  

By Lorraine Ryall
Associate Broker, CDPE, 
CSSN, CNE
KOR Properties

One of the things I love 
most about writing my 
articles is I can share 

information and situations that 
come up with my clients and by 
sharing, hopefully help others 
avoid potential issues. 

I had two different 
situations that came up with two of my sellers in the past 
couple of months. One was not able to get out of a listing 
agreement and the other was being asked to pay double 
commissions. Here is the situation for each seller.

SELLER 1 
The sellers reached out to me after having their home listed 
for two months with another Realtor. They were very 
unhappy with the service their current Realtor was providing 
and had been unsuccessful getting anything resolved, so they 
wanted to cancel their contract and list with another Realtor. 
They wanted me to list their home right away once they had 
cancelled with their current Realtor. 

Their Realtor agreed to take the home off the market, 
however she refused to allow them out of the contract 
even though they had many genuine reasons for wanting 
to cancel. The term of this contract, and most Listing 
Contracts, was six months, so instead of cancelling their 
contract, the Realtor changed it from Active to Temporary 
Off Market, where it sat in a limbo state for the next four 
months, just waiting for the term of the contract to expire. 
It was not listed, not for sale, it didn’t show up on internet 
sites or in Multiple Listing Service (MLS) searches, but it 
also was not cancelled.

My clients could not list with me or do anything with 
their home until the contract had expired, so they lost four 
months of being on the market. The silver lining for my 
clients was that home prices had increased by the time I was 

able to list it and we sold it the first weekend for over list price.
I cannot even imagine making a client stay with me if 

they were not happy with my performance (luckily that has 
never happened) and force them to just ride the contract 
out, which is of no benefit to either the Realtor or the client.

HOW TO PREVENT THIS FROM  
HAPPENING TO YOU
No Realtor wants their client to cancel the contract. After 
all, we put a lot of time and money into listing a home, but 
if the Realtor is not providing the service they promised, 
the client should be able to cancel the contract. I always 
add in my listing contracts: this listing can be cancelled at 
any time for any reason prior to accepting a contract. While 
I have never had anyone cancel a listing with me, I always 
want them to have that option. 

When you meet with your Realtor to sign the Listing 
Agreement, make sure it is written in the contract that you 
can cancel at any time.

SELLER 2
I met with the seller 
that was referred to 
me, and he wanted 
to get the home 
ready to sell as 
soon as possible. 
I staged the home 
and started getting 
it ready for photographs. Before I had the pictures taken, 
and before it was listed on the MLS, I had sold the home. 
The seller was happy; he didn’t have to have a bunch of 
showings and I sold it for above the price he wanted. 

About two weeks into the escrow, the seller 
mentioned that he had signed a Listing Agreement four 
months earlier with another Realtor who had just come to 
his door one day. He wasn’t ready to list his home at that 
time and she had told him not to worry, he could sign the 
Listing Contract as it wasn’t a binding contract, so he did.

He hadn’t heard anything from that Realtor in months 

and had forgotten all about it until just then. Since he was 
told that the contract was non-binding, he thought he could 
just call and cancel it. He called the agent and let her know 
he had sold the home, and she congratulated him on the sale. 

The next day he received a call from the agent 
demanding her commission. The seller was still under 
contract with her, as the term of the contract was for six 
months, which is typical for a Listing Agreement, and 
the part about it being non-binding was not written in the 
contract. He was bound to the terms of this contract and 
paying her commission. Even though she was correct, 
he was legally bound to the six-month contract, and per the 
terms of the contract, she was entitled to the commission, I 
was shocked she was going to pursue this.

She had not done anything for the seller, had not 
staged the home or taken any photos, she had no time or 
expense involved, and had not listed the home. My client 
was beside himself and completely stressed over the thought 
of having to pay two commissions, which I never would 
have let happen. I was prepared to forgo my commission if 
it had come to that. He spoke to an attorney and luckily, due 
to a mistake the Realtor had made, he was not bound to the 
contract after all. But if it weren’t for that mistake, he would 
have been liable for paying two commissions.

HOW TO PREVENT THIS FROM  
HAPPENING TO YOU
If a Realtor tells you anything that is different from what 
is in the contract, make sure you get it in writing before 
you sign. If you have signed with a Realtor, make sure that 
contract is cancelled prior to signing with another Realtor. 
By having this listing can be cancelled at any time for any 
reason prior to accepting a contract written into the contract, 
you will protect yourself and be able to cancel at any time 
during the term of the contract. 

Lorraine is a Multi-Million Dollar producing agent, has been 
a full-time Realtor for over 13 years, is an Associate Broker of 
KOR Properties, a Certified Negotiation Specialist, and is on 
the Professional Standards Board. You can reach Lorraine at 
(602) 571-6799.

Be Careful What You Sign — Get it in Writing!
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•	 Fee-Only	fiduciaries	with	a	legal	duty	to	act	in	our	client’s	best	interest	

•	Comprehensive	financial	planning	in	the	areas	of	retirement,	
investments,	college	planning,	business	succession,	estate	
planning,	pensions,	and	tax	efficient	investing

•	 Investment	accounts	held	at	Charles	Schwab	and	TD	Ameritrade

•	Expertise	in	401(k)	profit	share,	Defined	Benefit,	and	complex	
retirement	plan	design	consulting

2812 N. Norwalk, Suite 116 | Mesa, AZ 85215 | 480-553-6249
scott@dpplanners.com | www.decisionpointfinancial.com

DecisionPoint Financial is a fee-
only, Registered Investment Advisor 
specializing in comprehensive 
financial planning, investment 
management, and employer 
sponsored qualified retirement 
plans. Scott and his team of highly 
experienced CFP® Professionals 
work with families, retirees, trusts, 
business owners, and institutions 
throughout the Valley.

Scott Johnson 
CFP®, AIF®, CPFA

Chief Executive Officer

BUILDERS DEPOT Kitchen & Bathroom Experts

CONTACT BRIAN: 480-707-7505
brian@bdazsales.com • www.bdazsales.com

IF YOUR HOME IS LOST IN TIME...

Maybe it'stime 
to Remodel.

OVER 35 YEARS IN THE VALLEY!

FREE IN-HOME ESTIMATES!

By Brian Cravens, Builders Depot

Spoiler Alert. The Rebels destroyed 
the Death Star. Twice. Well, 
three times, depending on which 

Star Wars superfan you’re dealing with. 
But don’t get me started on that.

There was actually a petition a few 
years back demanding the U.S. military 
build a Death Star of its own. The 
White House administration at the time 
rejected the idea, citing its aversion to 
destroying planets and the negative impact 
on taxpayers, given an $850 quadrillion 
budget. Seriously. That’s an actual number. 
Fifteen zeros. But who’s counting?

If your remodeling budget is slightly 
south of that, and you are worried about 
taking on such a daunting project, Builders 
Depot can come flying to the rescue.

We specialize in kitchens and bath-
rooms — where you will certainly get the 
most bang for your buck — but we don’t stop 
there. Let us give you a free in-home quote 
for all of your remodeling wants and needs.

Builders Depot guarantees our work 
for the life of your home. And we won’t 

By Scott Johnson, 
CFP®, AIF®, CPFA

Part of every 
household finan-
cial plan should 

be financial protection 
against life’s greatest 
curve balls. This is 
why you hear financial 
planners talk about a 
six-month emergency fund in case of job 
loss or disability insurance in case of injury.

However, the greatest economic 
loss that a family can experience is often 
a result of the unexpected death of a 
primary income earner. When families do 
not plan appropriately for such an event, 
the financial impact on a surviving spouse 
and children can be totally devastating.

Life insurance must be an essential 
component of every family’s financial 
plan.  When considering life insurance, I 
have a few simple rules that I encourage 
you to follow.

THE MAJORITY OF YOU ONLY 
NEED TERM INSURANCE
Most of us only need life insurance 
coverage through certain critical stages 
of our lives, so whole or permanent life 
insurance is not necessary for the average 
person. Term life insurance is also signifi-
cantly cheaper than whole life insurance.

PURCHASE TERM INSURANCE 
WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG AND 
HEALTHY
Life insurance is cheapest when you are 
young and healthy. I encourage all young 
new parents to purchase a 30-year term 
life policy on themselves as soon as a first 
child is born.

LOCAL BUSINESS FINANCES

Scott Johnson

leave a single structural weakness behind. 
Our attention to detail is second to none. 
And our business model is based on 
providing the utmost service and quality 
for any budget. Large or small.

It is true that you will see some total 
destruction at the beginning of your 
remodel. And demolition creates a little 
dust. But don’t worry — this is completely 
normal. You will also find that at the end of 
our production, our product is everything 
you hoped for, in the final presentation.

From countertops to cabinets, flooring 
to lighting, bathrooms to kitchens and 
everything in between, the renovation 
adventure awaits. Builders Depot has a 
highly experienced team to rescue you.

Please contact Brian Cravens and the 
entire team at (480) 707-7505. 

Builders Depot is located at The Arbor II 
Office Complex in Scottsdale at 7950 E. 
Acoma Drive, Suite 107. You can contact  
the business at (480) 272-7308, or visit:  
bdazsales.com or facebook.com/
buildersdepotaz.

REMODELING THE 
DEATH STAR

How Much Life Insurance Do You Need?
MAKE SURE THE DEATH BENEFIT 
ON YOUR LIFE INSURANCE 
POLICY IS ADEQUATE
When deciding how much death benefit 
and what term to purchase, consider 
these factors: 1) your gross income; 2) 
outstanding household liabilities such as 
a mortgage; 3) age of children at home; 
4) education and earning capacity of a 
surviving spouse; 5) accumulated college 
savings for children; and 6) other assets 
like retirement savings, liquid investment 
accounts, and real estate equity.

If your dependents lose your income 
at your death, they should have enough 
resources to pay off debts and generate 
replacement income until they can become 
financially independent themselves.

USE AN INDEPENDENT 
INSURANCE AGENT
It pays to have someone shop your policy 
in order to get the best rate possible. 

Scott Johnson is the CEO of DecisionPoint 
Financial, LLC. He is a CERTIFIED 
FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and an 
Accredited Investment Fiduciary. He and his 
firm provide comprehensive financial plan-
ning and investment management services 
to individuals and institutions. Scott can be 
reached at (480) 553-6249 or scott@dpplan-
ners.com. Visit decisionpointfinancial.com.

DecisionPoint Financial, LLC is a 
Registered Investment Advisor. All investments 
involve risk. Risks associated with investing in 
securities include increased volatility and loss 
of principal. Past performance is no guarantee 
of future results. The information herein is 
educational in nature and does not represent 
investment advice. All rights reserved. 
DecisionPoint Financial, LLC © 2021.
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Happy Hour Special 3-6pm Pizza and a Carafe of Wine for Two -$20 Pizza and a Carafe of Wine for Two -$20 

Monday-Saturday: 
3pm-Close3pm-Close
[480] 659-6716

ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS ON OPEN TABLE

SAMANDLUCAAZ.COM – 1959 S. POWER ROAD, MESA AZ 85206

• At entrance to Las Sendas,  
SWC Power & Thomas Roads

• Shared space as low as 
$349 per month

• Private suites available

• Each space available with 
or without a sink

• Medical & General Office 
zoning

• Shared reception, hallway, 
kitchenette, bathroom

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SUITES LLC
3514 N. Power Road 

Mesa, AZ 85215
(480) 734-7901

BuySellArizona@gmail.com
Owner/Agent

MONTH TO MONTH LEASE IS AVAILABLE

PROFESSIONAL 
OFFICE SPACE 
     AVAILABLE

Now Open in Northeast Mesa! 
PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

GSC THERAPY SERVICES & S.O.S. SPORTS MEDICINE
Located at the Hershey Plaza , 6239 E. Brown Road, Suite 112, Mesa, AZ 85205

Feel Better. Be Healthy. 
Live Life. 

• Physical Therapy
• Personal/Sports Training
• Alter G Anti-Gravity Treadmill
• Monthly Membership Programs
• Disability Evaluations

Optimal Healing. Optimal 
Results. Optimal Performance.
• Shoulder, Elbow, & Knee
• Athletic Injuries
• Joint Replacement Surgery
• 3-D Animation Surgery Library
• Tenex Health TX

480-855-8866 
GSCTHERAPY.COM

480-222-5601 
SOSSPORTSMED.COM
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2125 N 88th St 1,379 Mountain Bridge  $405,000

1512 N Avoca St 1,842 Stoneridge East $405,000

1862 N Rowen Cir 2,145 Falcon Hills $413,000

7523 E Mclellan Rd 1,753 Stoneridge East $415,000

6127 E Roland St 1,989 Red Mountain Ranch $419,900

7341 E Glencove St 2,264 Meadow View Estates $425,000

2058 N 89th St 1,638 Mountain Bridge $427,000

1606 N Raven 2,184 Stoneridge East $435,000

6036 E Roland St 1,793 Red Mountain Ranch $436,000

6749 E Elmwood St 2,479 Torino Village $440,000

6228 E Saddleback St 2,039 Red Mountain Ranch $451,000

8708 E Hillview St 2,298 Grandview Estates $455,000

9824 E Glencove St 2,048 Saguaro Mountain $455,000

1760 N Bernard Cir 1,725 Mountain Bridge $491,537

6257 E Camelot Dr 2,096 Camelot Golf Club Estates $495,000

1809 N Sundial 2,413 Alta Mesa $499,500

8656 E Halifax St 2,862 Grandview Estates $537,000

8662 E Hannibal St 3,239 Grandview Estates $570,000

1659 N Channing Rd 2,394 Mountain Bridge $611,000

8211 E Jasmine Cir 2,413 Mountain Bridge $615,000

8441 E Kael St 2,200 Mountain Bridge $620,000

2703 N Adair Cir 2,548 Boulder Mountain $650,000

4055 N Recker Rd #89 2,871 Red Mountain Ranch $655,000

8647 E Nora St 2,574 Madrid $671,900

2743 N Cabot Cir 2,903 Boulder Mountain $690,000

8540 E Mcdowell Rd #67 2,845 Thunder Mountain $745,000

9821 E Inglewood Cir 3,849 Whisper Mountain $758,000

9923 E Jensen St 3,848 Whisper Mountain $790,000

4262 N Katmai 3,109 Red Mountain Ranch $900,000

2227 N Trowbridge St 2,690 Mountain Bridge $955,000

8305 E Leonora St 5,270 Hermosa Estates $975,000

2312 N Channing 4,816 Hermosa Estates $1,125,000

Real EstateReal Estate In Mesa Uplands

brought to you by: Mesa Uplands Area 
Market Report

Sales over $405,000 for the 
Month of February 2021

Address
Square

Feet
Sold PriceCommunity

Information gathered from the Arizona Regional Multiple Listing Service is deemed reliable, but not guaranteed.
Sales Information Provided By John Karadsheh, ABR, CRS, DESIGNATED BROKER  •  KOR Properties www.KORproperties.com 

John Karadsheh

The Leader in Full Service, High-Tech Dentistry
Providing the Most Comprehensive Care  

in Implant and Cosmetic Restorations

WWW.LASSENDASDENTALHEALTH.COM

CALL TODAY!
(480) 283-5854

WE SEE EMERGENCIES

WHITER TEETH IN UNDER ONE HOUR
In Office Whitening,  
PLUS take-home whitening trays!

ZOOM! 
Tooth Whitening

• Dentistry for the whole family
• Hours Available Monday thru Friday
• Offering Cerec Crowns, the World’s  

Most Accurate CAD-CAM Restorations
• Cosmetic Smile Enhancements 

Veneers & Porcelain Crowns
• Implants - Placement & Crowns
• Root Canal Therapy
• Oral Surgery 

Including Wisdom Teeth
• Afraid of Dentists? 

Nitrous Oxide Sedation Available
• A Team of Professionals Here to Help 

You Smile

Dr. C. Martin Farnsworth, DMD
Dr. Derek Farnsworth, DMD 

2947 North Power Road  
Suite 103, Mesa

We accept most insurance plans, credit  
cards, & E-Z payment plans, o.a.c.

Has Dr. Farnsworth  
designed your new smile?
Let the leader in cos-
metic and implant 
restorations make 
you feel confident in 
your smile again.

Call now to schedule a FREE Cosmetic and Implant Consultation,  
X-Rays, Pictures, Models Included and Radiograph Scan ($700 value)

Now Certified 
Invisalign® Providers

1  Luminette® Privacy Sheer 
PLUS $100 REBATE PER ADDITIONAL UNIT

2  Pirouette® Window Shadings 
PLUS $50 REBATE PER ADDITIONAL UNIT

2  Silhouette® Window Shadings 
PLUS $50 REBATE PER ADDITIONAL UNIT

Invest in the beauty and comfort of home this 
holiday season with Hunter Douglas shades.

VIGNETTE® MODERN ROMAN SHADES

 

4  Vignette® Modern Roman Shades 
PLUS $25 REBATE PER ADDITIONAL UNIT

4  Duette® Honeycomb Shades 
PLUS $25 REBATE PER ADDITIONAL UNIT

4  Sonnette™ Cellular Roller Shades 
PLUS $25 REBATE PER ADDITIONAL UNIT

$100* 

ON QUALIFYING PURCHASES 
SEPT. 12–DEC. 7, 2020

* Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for qualifying purchases made 9/12/20 – 12/7/20  from participating dealers in the U.S. only. A qualifying purchase is defined as a purchase of any of the product models set forth above 
in the quantities set forth above. If you purchase less than the specified quantity, you will not be entitled to a rebate. Offer excludes HDOrigins™ and Nantucket™ Window Shadings, a collection of Silhouette® Window Shadings. 
Rebate will be issued in the form of a prepaid reward card and mailed within 6 weeks of rebate claim approval. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance  
6 months after card issuance and each month thereafter. See complete terms distributed with reward card. Additional limitations may apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. ©2020 Hunter Douglas.  
All rights reserved. All trademarks used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas or their respective owners.

Unique Custom Window Coverings

PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

(480) 207-6450

Custom Window Blinds and Drapery
1947 N. Lindsay Road #106, Mesa, AZ 85213

www.windowtodesign.com

Thank 
You
for your  

business  
and referrals

5 YEAR Anniversary 
Celebration

WHO ARE WE?
We are friendly people in your 
neighborhood who have the 
knowledge and expertise to 
help you put it all together, 
from design to installation.

Celebrating 5 years in business 
means an extra 5% off your order 

when you mention this ad!

REAL ESTATE

John and Natascha 
Karadsheh

By John and Natascha 
Karadsheh, Designated Broker, 
Associate Broker and Owners, 
KOR Properties 

Despite the pandemic, real 
estate has been in high gear 
since April of last year. Being 

out in the field daily all of this time has 
allowed us to remain in touch with the 
latest buyer trends – some of which 
are quite different from years past. There is more to this 
story than just low inventory and low interest rates – we 
are witnessing major sociological shifts.

First of all, we have seen a huge number of people 
moving to the Valley specifically to be closer to family. 
And by closer, we mean 15 minutes or less! So many of 
our clients have told us that this year made them realize 
the importance of their relationships with their parents, 
siblings, children, grandchildren and even chosen family. 
Many families also podded together last spring or summer 
and the trial run ultimately prompted the move. Such a 
departure from all the years when people moved here for a 
change and to get away from family!

While we often only talk about the exodus from 
California, people are coming here from all over the 
country. While taxes and politics play a role in some 
people’s moves, we are finding that as things open up, 
more and more people are simply coming here for work. 

As companies relocate to Arizona, their employees are 
coming along too. Our Valley’s explosive economic growth 
is attracting an entirely new workforce.

Privacy was also something new that was added to 
everyone’s wish list this past year. Buyers suddenly became 
very particular about fence heights, neighborhood noise, 
and the closeness to other homes. The desire for privacy 
has often even taken a priority over location.

Buyers have also completely changed how they view 
and value distance. Being close to family has become more 
important than being close to work. Living close to hiking 
and biking trails has become more important than living 
close to dining and shopping. Having more living space 
further away has become more important than having a 
shorter commute. 

Lastly, the biggest change is that buyers want it all 
now. We have never seen buyers move so decisively and 
so aggressively. They are willing to buy their new lifestyle 
right now via Facetime and pay a premium to do so. 

Despite the historically low inventory, we have been 
able to find each one of our buyers just the right oppor-
tunity in the marketplace. We work our hardest to hedge 
rising prices with the best assets we can find, and our 
experience and relationships in the industry have never 
been more valuable.

We are also helping our sellers take advantage of 
this unprecedented time and we have the experience to 
advocate on their behalf to get them the very best deal. We 
have extensive experience managing multiple offers and 
know just how to find and cultivate a successful deal... and 
then get it through to closing.  

If you are contemplating buying or selling, give us a 
call. We are passionate about real estate and would love to 
help you and your family! 

John and Natascha Karadsheh are co-owners of KOR 
Properties, a boutique real estate brokerage serving the Valley 
of the Sun, and the creators and founding sponsors of Mesa 
Food Truck Fridays.

You can reach John at (602) 615-0843 and Natascha at 
(602) 909-4995, or visit their website: KORProperties.com.

What is Motivating Home Buyers in 2021?
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DESERT VISTAS @ LAS SENDAS 
2,105 SF / 3 BR / 2 BA 

GOLF COURSE LOT! 
$597,500 

LAS SENDAS LUXURY CUSTOM   
8440ViewCrest.com   

9,320 SF / 4 BR + OFFICE / 7 BA / CASITA  
$2,450,000 

SALE PENDING! 

JUST SOLD! 

IRONWOOD PASS @ LAS SENDAS 
1,571 SF / 3 BR / 2 BA 

PRIVATE LOT - BACKS TO THE PARK 
$450,000 

JUST SOLD! - BUYER REPRESENTED! 

REAL ESTATE EXPERTS 
SINCE 1972 

 

JUST SOLD -  BUYER REPRESENTED! 

GOLF COLONY @ LAS SENDAS 
2,761SF / 3 BR  / 2.5 BA 

REMODELED KITCHEN - AMAZING BACKYARD  
$791,000 

BILTMORE TERRACE CONDOMINIUMS 
1,224 SF / 1 BR / 1 BA  

PENTHOUSE UNIT 
$334,000 

JUST SOLD! 

 

RED MOUNTAIN RANCH 
2,047 SF / 4 BR / 2.5 BA 

SPARKLING POOL! 
$389,000 

JUST SOLD! 

VERDE GROVES 
1,623 SF / 2 BR / 2 BA 

55+ ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY 
$299,999 

JUST SOLD! 

JUST SOLD! 

SAN SIMEION CONDOMINIUMS 
916 SF / 1 BR / 1 BA 
PRIME CORNER UNIT 

$200,000 

KOR Properties is your trusted source for real estate expertise and advice.   
 

LAS SENDAS LUXURY CUSTOM 
7,057 SF / 4 BR + OFFICE / 4.5 BA / CASITA 
STUNNING CITY LIGHT & MOUNTAIN VIEWS  

$2,295,000 

JUST LISTED - PINNCALE RIDGE @ LAS SENDAS! 
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Call for a complimentary consultation

(480) 844-1410
4540 East Baseline Road, Suite 117

Mesa, Arizona 85206 | DRHIATT.COM  

PLASTIC SURGERY OF
Tummy * Breast * Face * Ears * Nose * Eyelids

Male Breast Removal * Liposuction * Laser Hair Removal
Mommy Makeover * Underarm Sweat Solutions

All injections are administered by Dr. Hiatt
Botox * Juvederm * Voluma

Now there’s miraDry®

• Immediate results that last
• Dramatic reduction of underarm sweat
• Non-invasive, in-office procedure with minimal to no downtime
• FDA-cleared
• Toxin-free, no need for endless treatments
• No need for ineffective antiperspirants

Call Dr. Hiatt  at 480-844-1410 
to schedule your appointment!

$250 OFF 
MiraDry Procedure 

if you mention 
this ad

Be Safe,
SHELTER
in place.

Home Care Assistance 
is Ready to Shelter 
in Place With You 
by Providing A 
Personally Committed, 
Professionally Trained 
and Supervised 
Caregiver

802-227-4239 
HomeCareAssistance
BurlingtonVT.com

CALL FOR YOUR FREE 
CONSULTATION TODAY! 

Vermont’s only winner of the 
Home Care Pulse Leader in Excellence 
Award for 2020

480-699-4899
                 www.
homecareassistancemesa
                 .com

2031 N. Power Rd #103
       Mesa, AZ 85215CALL FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION TODAY!

480-699-4899
www.homecareassistancemesa.com

2031 N. Power Rd. #103
Mesa, AZ 85215

Home Care Assistance is Ready to  
Shelter in Place With You by Providing 
A Personally Committed, Professionally 

Trained and Supervised Caregiver

COMMUNITY

By Kimberly Alvarado

When Mesa professionals utilize common 
resources to help each other, greatness 
happens! Neighborhood State Farm 

Insurance Agent, Matt Watson, and the founder of Teen 
Strong, Sherry Eklund, have united to offer supportive 
resources for teenage girls struggling with emotional and 
physical needs. 

Teen Strong is an organization formed for the purpose 
of creating the website iamteenstrong.com, filled with 
practical information for teens and their parents seeking 
help with the ever-changing real-life issues that teenagers 
face daily.  Topics such as domestic violence, eating 
disorders, sex trafficking, substance abuse, and pregnancy 
are addressed through a universal platform, making help 
readily available.

Sherry has geared 
support specifically 
toward girls because her 
research shows that teen 
girls are four times more 
likely to become depressed 
than boys, due to body 
image and low self-esteem. 
In addition, statistics 
indicate that girls attempt 
suicide three times more 
often than boys. Sherry 
encourages help for 
these young people from 
a first-hand personal 
perspective, which she hopes empowers young females and 
their parents.

“As the website has developed and grown, I have 
become driven to help build up the girls from the inside 
out, so that they never consider suicide as a solution to a 

situation,” Sherry said. 
Locally, middle and high school counselors 

throughout Mesa Public Schools are provided information 
about Teen Strong through outreach and sponsorship from 
local professionals, which can be shared with students, 
parents and community members seeking assistance.

Resources include a directory of national and local 
hotlines, which are accessible for urgent situations, and 
an Arizona statewide directory of community programs 
for varying needs. Educational videos and articles provide 
information and inspiration on topics such as body posi-
tivity, mindfulness, dealing with anxiety and depression, 
self-empowerment, and money matters. 

Both Sherry and Matt continue to be local leaders, 
driven with their presence in the community to provide 
resources that ensure the safety, opportunity, and well-
being for young people and their families. For them, being 
a leader involves creating leaders too.

WHAT MAKES A COMMUNITY LEADER?
Without a doubt, intelligence, determination, management 
skills, and vision are important qualities for successfully 
mentoring others. But creative involvement and the 
emotional support of staff and community — that is the 
true definition of leadership.

Matt flourishes beyond the home, auto and health 
insurance needs of his clients. Of course, he specializes 

in protection in those areas; yet his passion for helping 
veterans and the future of our youth appears to be the 

crucial key that keeps this professional smiling and 
thriving in the Mesa community. 

Matt continues to be recognized as a Friend 
of Teen Strong through financial sponsorship 
and shares the message of encouragement with 
others locally as well as through social media. 

“Too many young people are losing 
their lives or hurting themselves due to 
negative self-image or depression,” said 
Matt. “Teen Strong offers real stories and 
resources that have saved lives. Being able 
to share the mission of this organization 

in any way possible is the greatest gift. If 
this information gets in front of just one child, it 

will all be worth it!” 
Sherry, on the other hand, utilized her bachelor’s 

degree in child development and her master’s degree 
in educational computing to help her determine the 
need for a source dedicated directly to our youth. It’s 
through her partnership with some incredible psychol-
ogists, counselors, social workers, and leaders in the 
community that helped her understand what the real 
issues are, and what needed to be addressed, to guide 
her in choosing content for the informational website. 
She is currently working to create a teen girls council 
utilizing local teen input for content and website article 
submissions.  

To find out how you can help, visit iamteenstrong.com. Your 
support can help change the lives of the future leaders in our 
communities.

Teen Strong offers supportive resources for teenage girls

Sherry Eklund

The Greatness of a Community is most 
accurately measured by the compassionate 
actions of its members    — Coretta Scott King



A brighter future is around 
the corner!

For over 100 years, Mesa Public Schools has 
been the No. 1 choice for Mesa’s families

• Learn in person or online

• Choices for ALL learners, including free Montessori, 
Franklin traditional schools, International 
Baccalaureate, dual-language immersion and A+ 
neighborhood schools

• 27 career & technical education programs

• Diverse arts, athletics and activities

• Social and emotional support for students and families

• All students graduate ready for college, career and 
community

Enroll now at mpsaz.org/enroll or at the school of 
your choice.

mpsaz.org | 480-472-0000 |       @mpsaz
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EDUCATION HEALTH

Submitted by GSC Therapy Services

Do I have to be a competitive 
athlete to see a sports medicine 
specialist? No. Absolutely not. In 

fact, most sports in this country are played 
not by professional athletes but by the 
general population.

Participation varies with most of the 
population playing only intermittently as 
time, work, family, and other commitments 
allow, hence the sobriquet weekend warriors. 

Sports medicine specialists are 
recognized by their additional fellow-
ship training in sports medicine. While 
this additional training often involves 
experience caring for professional and elite 
amateur athletes, much of this experience 
can be applied to recreational athletes, 
weekend warriors, workers, injuries, and 
the rest of us who just want to return to 
full, productive lifestyles.

Sports medicine is a unique discipline 
focused on returning individuals — typi-
cally athletes — to optimum performance. 
This is no different than an injured worker 
who wants to return to full duty at work 
often because his team there is counting 

on him/her just as much.
While major injuries should be 

immediately treated in an emergency 
room, often we sustain less severe injuries 
at work, at play, or from an accident. These 
injuries are often thought to be a sprain 
that will resolve on its own. When the 
injury persists, sports specialists are able to 
rapidly diagnose and initiate a treatment 
plan to alleviate pain and restore function.

Craig Weinstein, MD, MPH is a 
magna cum laude graduate of Columbia 
University who received his sports 
medicine fellowship training at the world 
famous American Sports Medicine 
Institute in Birmingham, Ala. However, 
Dr. Weinstein has his roots in Arizona — 
he graduated from Saguaro High School 
in Scottsdale.

Dr. Weinstein’s specialties include 
shoulder, elbow, and knee issues as well 
as athletic injuries in both adult and 
adolescent patients. He offers state-of-the-
art joint preservation as well as advanced 
treatment of injuries specific to throwing 
athletes, such as frozen shoulder. In addi-
tion, he offers extensive expertise in joint 
replacement surgery. 

Sports & Orthopaedic Specialists will 
be joining GSC Therapy Services at our 
location on Brown Road starting Q2 of 
2021. Dr. Weinstein can be reached at his 
office in Gilbert, along with his associate, 
Dr. William Mezarros, and excellent staff.  

For your free consultation, or to learn more 
about GSC Therapy Services, GSC Elite 
or Spectrum Sports & Training, call us at 
(480) 855-8866, or check out our website: 
gsctherapy.com.

Sports Medicine Specialists 
Are Not Just for Professional Athletes

By Laurie Struna
Photos by Cody Simpson

Move One Mesa is a new partner-
ship igniting a culture of learning 
and well-being throughout 

the city. Health and 
fitness expert Chris 
Powell partnered with 
Mesa Public Schools, 
City of Mesa, and 
Mesa Chamber of 
Commerce to bring 
his Move One Million 
non-profit to Mesa.

The goal is to use movement as a 
pathway to boost positive behaviors in the 
classroom, while looking to the future of 
our community.

According to Marlo Loria, director of 
career and technical education and innova-
tive partnerships, the Mesa Public Schools 
district is committed to safety and well-
being practices that are evidence-based 
and embedded throughout the district.

“Students can’t learn or reach their 
full potential without meeting their mental 
and physical needs first,” Marlo says. 
“Chris Powell has spent the past 20 years 
transforming people’s lives. Move One 
Million provides a powerful tool to help 
the district meet our respective goals, and 
bring students, staff, and the community 
together through movement.”

Move One Mesa encourages 
employees and students to participate in 
a special synchronized routine together. 
The two- and one-half minute routine also 
includes an adapted version for individuals 
with limited movement. It increases 
learning and improves health by reducing 

stress, boosting blood and 
oxygen flow, and creating a sense 
of accomplishment. 

The daily movement 
resources are provided free to 

the district, and are based on Rajio Taiso, 
the Japanese radio calisthenics program. 
Video routines feature guest hosts, 
including Chris and six-time Olympic gold 
medalist Amy Van Dyken. 

The kickoff featured Superintendent 
Andi Fourlis, Mesa Mayor John Giles, 
Chris Powell, community leaders and 
educators. The weeklong initiative focused 
on daily priorities that included physical 
health, mental health, #MesaKindness and 
community service.

Andi says Mesa Public Schools enjoys 
working with community partners who 
are important to creating comprehensive 
healthy schools and communities.

“The results are evident in district 
programming that includes nationally 
recognized physical education, recess 
activities, healthy nutrition, classroom 
movement breaks, and counselors who 
address the social and emotional needs of 
students,” Andi said. “Around the commu-
nity, the City of Mesa is improving parks 
and sidewalks, and building bike trails to 
support the whole child and needs of the 
community.”  

Move One Mesa Keeps Students 
and Community Moving Forward
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Offering a world class education 
in a beautiful and peaceful setting. 

At RMMA, we give your child the keys to unlock the 
magic and wonders of childhood...

A.M.I./A.M.S. certIfIed teAcherS

Red Mountain Montessori Academy

480-654-1124
6426 E. McDowell Road

Take a look at our website to research the advantages of the Montessori Method

www.redmountainmontessori.com

A CORNWALL ORIGINAL

(480) 845-8485
6060 E. Brown Road, Suite 101 • Mesa AZ 85205

OPEN:   Mon.-Sat.   9 a.m.-7 p.m.
TAKE & BAKE AVAILABLE - Call Ahead Orders

*Call for Details.

$45*

Do you really want to ride with someone  

       you don’t know?

For just a few more dollars, ride with a professional driver.
PRIVATE CAR • FLAT RATES • RESERVATIONS

OVER 20 YEARS 

OF SERVICE

WE DON’T LOSE CUSTOMERS!

SWIM YEAR ROUND!

Arizona Pool Guy, Inc. • 480-699-0607

HEAT ONLY SPECIAL
ONLY $4,995

HEAT/COOL SPECIAL
ONLY $5,595

PRICE INCLUDES: DELIVERY • INSTALLATION* • START-UP
*Installation includes (1) 50 amp breaker / hookup and plumbing. Includes 50 ft of electrical run, FREE standard pool cover.

REMODEL SPECIAL
ONLY $6,995*

PRICE INCLUDES:
MINI PEBBLE INTERIOR, NEW WATERLINE TILE, 

250 FT ACRYLIC DECK RE-SURFACE, 
*based on 80ft perimeter play pool.

Is your winter pool cold? 
Is your summer pool hot? 
SWIM YEAR ROUND
WITH A POOL  
HEAT PUMP
LOWEST INSTALLED PRICE IN THE VALLEY!

 Licensed, Bonded & Insured, ROC #243628

SPIRITUALITYFINANCES

Paul Toepel
By Pastor Paul Frank, Hosanna 
Lutheran Church

Have you ever wondered why the 
month is called April? The name 
originates from the ancient 

Roman or Greek word Aprillis, which 
means to open. It’s thought to have been a 
reference to the way so many things open 
up in the month of April.  

The flowers open. The seeds laying 
dormant through winter months finally 
open and new crops begin to emerge. In 
some places of the country, it’s also the time 
when golf courses open up for the season. 
I’m glad our courses never really close.

And this year many more things are 
opening in April. April is also the time 
when Christians celebrate the way a tomb 
in ancient Israel was left open as well.

This month we celebrate Easter 
again — the celebration of the real heart 
and core of what the Christian faith is all 
about. Jesus from Nazareth turned out to 
be God in flesh and blood, God who had 
come into His creation to live the perfect 
life we sinful broken people could not live.

Then he died in sacrifice to atone for 
all our sins. His lifeless body was then 
sealed up in a tomb when a large stone 

was rolled to the entrance. Everything 
seemed lost in that moment. But — and 
everything changes after the but — every-
thing seemed lost, but then, on the third 
day, just as he said he would, Jesus rose up 
in new life. He stepped forth victorious 
from the grave. He left that tomb opened 
and empty.

April is a great name for the month in 
which we celebrate what is opened for us 
all. You see, in Jesus Christ we have been 
redeemed. Because of his sacrifice in that 
death upon the cross, our sins have been 
atoned for and our souls are washed clean. 
And because he rose from the grave and 
left the tomb standing opened, we have 
been raised up in new life by faith and we 
have the hope of eternal life to come. Our 
graves will also be left opened and empty. 
Christ opened up the gates of heaven and 
His eternal home for all who trust in him.

Join us Easter morning at Hosanna as 
we celebrate the new life he gave to us. We 
are open. And join us every Sunday as we 
live this new life by faith in him. 

Hosanna Lutheran Church is located at 
9601 E. Brown Road, Mesa. Visit the 
website at hosanna-lcms.com.

Welcome to April
By Paul Toepel, 
Toepel Company, 
PC

Most people 
dislike 
paying 

taxes, but they hate 
paying IRS penal-
ties. It may seem 
IRS penalties are 
arbitrary to most of us, but IRS policies 
are clear and deliberate on their reason 
for existence. That is to deter taxpayer’s 
noncompliance, and not to generate revenue.

In 2001, the IRS established FTA 
(first time penalty abatement waiver) to 
help administer the abatement of penalties 
consistently and fairly, reward past compli-
ance, and promote future compliance. This 
little-known administrative penalty waiver 
allows a first-time noncompliant taxpayer 
to request abatement of certain penalties 
for a single tax period — one tax year for 
individual and business income taxes and 
one quarter for payroll taxes.

FTA APPLIES ONLY TO  
CERTAIN PENALTIES AND 
CERTAIN RETURNS
For individual taxpayers, FTA is avail-
able for two of the most common 
penalties: failure to file and failure to 
pay penalties.

For business and payroll taxpayers, 
FTA applies to the failure to file, failure to 
pay and/or the failure to deposit penalties. 
S corporation and partnership late-filing 
penalties also qualify for FTA.

The IRS First Time Penalty 
ABATEMENT WAIVER

Estate and gift tax returns do not 
qualify for FTA.

FTA does not apply to the estimated 
tax and accuracy penalties. Accuracy 
penalties are based on the specific facts 
and circumstances for each person or 
business and each tax year or period. 

TO QUALIFY FOR FTA, YOU 
MUST MEET THE CLEAN 
COMPLIANCE CRITERIA RULES
You must have a clean three-year penalty 
history. You cannot have any significant 
penalties in the past three years on the same 
type of tax return. The IRS has not publicly 
defined significant amount. The estimated 
tax penalty is an exception and would not 
disqualify you from receiving FTA. Prior 
penalties that the IRS abated for cause also 
do not disqualify you from FTA.

And finally, you must have filed all 
required returns. And, if you owe, you 
must be current on your payment arrange-
ment with the IRS. 

Paul Toepel is a CPA who has lived in Las 
Sendas for more than 19 years. His firm, 
Toepel Company, PC, is a full-service, Mesa 
based CPA firm offering a variety of services 
for more than 30 years.

These services include tax preparation 
and representation, accounting, fraud preven-
tion, and QuickBooks setup and support. 
Their mission is “To provide exceptional 
service, knowledge and experience, all while 
making you and your business successful.”

For more information, call  
(480) 833-8300, or visit toepelcompany.com.
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Securities and Advisory services offered through LPL Financial 
A Registered Investment Advisor, member FINRA/SIPC. 

MMiicchhaaeell  JJ..  DDaayy,,  CCPPAA  PPFFSS™™  
LPL Financial Advisor 
448800--559900--33559900  
Michael.j.day@lpl.com 

@@GGrraannddCCaannyyoonnWWMM  
WWW.GRANDCANYONWEALTHMANAGEMENT.COM 
2722 N. Adair Circle, Mesa, AZ  85207 

The novel coronavirus (COVID19)’s effects on the financial markets has 
caused many people to question their investment strategy.  Download our 
“Don’t Panic” e-book at GrandCanyonWealthManagement.com to stay 
focused  on your investment goals during challenging times. 

Don’t Panic 

CALL TO SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION 
Insurance—Retirement—Investments -  Estate Planning 

A failure on defense can 
be catastrophic.   
Let’s CPA what we can 
do about that. 
When you visit a CPA who holds the 
Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) 
credential, they’ll take a holistic look 
at your financial health and goals.  
They comply with the strict ethical 
standards of a CPA and leverage the 
latest planning knowledge to your 
advantage. 
A CPA with a PFS can help design a 
financial plan that includes life, long 
term care and disability insurance to 
help protect you from uncertain 
events. 
©2019 Association of International Certified Professional Accountants.  All 
rights reserved.  The Globe Design is a trademark owned by the Association 
of International Certified Professional Accountants. 1907-93739 

Chao Li, M.D.Aimee Two, M.D.

6832 E. Brown Rd., 

Mesa, AZ 85207

(Crossroads- Brown/Power)

Skin Cancer  ·  Acne
Rashes  ·  Cosmetics

SCHEDULE TODAY! 

480-830-8333

Dermatological care for the whole family.

BOARD CERTIFIED DERMATOLOGISTS • ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

E. BROWN RD.
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FINANCES

Michael  
Day

By Michael J. Day, CPA, 
PFS™, Grand Canyon 
Wealth Management

Even though tax filing 
season is well underway, 
you may still make a 

regular IRA contribution for the 
prior year until your tax return 
filing date (not including exten-
sions). You may contribute up to 
$6,000 for 2020 or $7,000 if you 
were age 50 or older on or before Dec. 31, 2020.

A frequent question is, Can I contribute to both an IRA 
and a 401(k)? The answer is yes, but the deductibility of 
the contribution will depend upon your tax filing status 
and income level. For a single filer in 2020 with income up 
to $65,000, you would be eligible for a full deduction and a 
partial deduction up to $75,000.

Married filing jointly with income up to $104,000 
would be eligible for a full deduction and a partial deduc-
tion up to $124,000. If you are married filing jointly 
and your spouse has a 401(k), you may each be eligible 
for a full deduction with income up to $196,000 and a 

partial deduction up to $206,000. 2021 income levels will 
increase slightly.

A traditional IRA is deductible in the year of contri-
bution and taxable when distributed. A ROTH IRA is 
non-deductible but both your original contribution and 
any growth is non-taxable when distributed.

Your eligibility to contribute to a ROTH IRA 
also has income limitations. Single with income up to 
$124,000 can make a full contribution with reduction of 
contribution for incomes between $124,000 and $139,000 
and eliminated for incomes over $139,000. Married filing 
jointly can make a full contribution with income up to 
$196,000, with a reduction of contribution for incomes 
between $196,000 to $206,000 and eliminated for 
incomes over $206,000. Married filing separately is limited 
and completely eliminated for incomes over $10,000. 
An additional benefit of a ROTH IRA is that unlike a 
traditional IRA there are no required minimum distribu-
tion (RMD) requirements.

Even if you can’t make a contribution to a ROTH 
IRA because of income limits, there is an easy work-
around known as a back door ROTH IRA. You make a 
non-deductible contribution to a traditional IRA and 
immediately convert that traditional IRA to a ROTH 
IRA. This conversion will be a taxable event at the time of 
conversion.

For self-employed individuals, you may be eligible to 
contribute up to 20 percent of your income up to $57,000 
for 2020 in a SEP or an Individual (K) also know as a Solo 
(k). These plans can be funded up to the due date of your 
tax filing plus extensions.

Previously, taxpayers who were 70 1/2 years of age or 
older could not contribute to a traditional IRA, but as of 
Jan. 1, 2020 this age limit no longer applies. Since people 
are living longer and working longer this greatly helps 

Are You Maximizing Your 
RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS?

individuals save toward retirement. Work with a financial 
advisor to create a plan design that suits your current and 
future needs. 

The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied 
upon as investment advice or a forecast of the future. It is not a 
recommendation, offer, or solicitation to buy or sell any securi-
ties or any investment strategy. It is for informational purposes 
only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes and opinions are 
assumed to be true and accurate. Grand Canyon Wealth 
Management does not warrant the accuracy of any of these.

Michael J. Day, CPA, PFS™ is the founder of Grand 
Canyon Wealth Management, where he provides financial 
planning, wealth management and investment services. For 
more information, or to schedule a complimentary consulta-
tion, visit grandcanyonwealthmanagement.com, call (480) 
590-3590 or e-mail Michael.j.day@lpl.com.

You may also follow him on Twitter @
GrandCanyonWM. Securities and advisory services 
provided through LPL Financial, a registered investment 
advisor member FINRA/SIPC. Grand Canyon Wealth 
Management is not an affiliate company of LPL.
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 There’s more  
 to discover at  
 The UPS Store 
  Full Service Printing     
  Copying, Blueprints  
  Shredding Services 
  Mailbox Rentals 
  Pack & Ship Guarantee   
  Freight Shipping and Crating 
  UPS, USPS and DHL Shipping 
  Pickup Service available 

   Visit us at: 
      Power & McDowell next to Albertsons          

2733 N. Power Road Suite 102 
      Mesa, AZ 85215 
    (480) 641-1744

      www.theupsstorelocal.com/3690

6 Months Free
 with 1 year Mailbox 
 Rental Agreement 
 (NEW BOX HOLDERS ONLY)     
Expires 11/30/19 

20% OFF
Packaging
Services 
(limit one coupon per customer) 
Expires 11/30/19

20% OFF 
Printing Services

Expires 4/30/21

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
6655 East McDowell Road, Suite 105 

Mesa, Arizona 85215
(SW corner of McDowell & Power Roads - behind Barro’s Pizza)

(480) 985-2369

20% OFF
Any Hair Service with Kim or Karina 

Expires 4/30/21.

Haircuts • Coloring/Highlights • Straightening/Perms • Waxing

Monday & Tuesday 9-4
Wednesday & Thursday 9-7

Friday & Saturday 9-5

Happy Mother’s Day!
We are open 
for dine in, takeout, 

and delivery!

2837 N. Power Road, Suite 104, Mesa
(480) 692-7200  •  thebuffalospotmesa.com

TUESDAY 
SPECIAL

55¢ 
Boneless 
wings

10% 
OFF

for Military,  
First Responders, 

& City of Mesa 
Workers

5% 
OFF 

for  
Boeing 

Employees

LOCAL BUSINESSHEALTH

Nancy Nemitz

By Bonnie Senftner, R.N., B.S.N., 
M.S.A.C

I began nursing in 1986 when personal 
protective equipment was rarely used 
except during sterile medical proce-

dures. I was aware of hepatitis A and B 
but didn’t give much thought to hepatitis 
C when it was identified in 1989.

I knew it was transmitted through 
contact with infected blood, most often 
through blood transfusions or sharing 
needles. Without a history of either, I 
hadn’t been concerned about contracting 
it. At my annual physical, my doctor 
suggested the hepatitis C blood test. I was 
shocked when it came back positive! 

In 2012, the CDC recommended all 
baby boomers — people born between 
1945 and 1965 — be tested for hepatitis 
C at least once in their life because they 
were five times more likely to have the 
virus than people born in other years. 
Sterile practices and techniques for 
common medical procedures were not as 
advanced as they are today.

Moreover, dentists generally worked 
on patients without gloves, as did first 
responders such as firefighters and EMTs. 
Universal sterile medical precautions were 
not put into place until the late 1980s (to 
isolate HIV) and widespread screening of 
the blood supply didn’t begin until 1992.

Sharing needles was a major concern 
of transmission in the 1960s and it 
remains so today. People on dialysis are 
also at higher risk, as are those born to 
mothers with hepatitis C, people who get 
tattoos or piercings, people who share 
items like nail clippers and razors, and 
health care providers who sustain a needle 
stick injury. According to the CDC, the 

virus is not spread in water or food, by 
sharing eating utensils, coughing, hugging, 
or breastfeeding.

Hepatitis C, referred to as a silent 
killer, can cause life-threatening liver 
diseases (including cirrhosis and liver 
cancer) that progress slowly, usually 
without early symptoms. By the time most 
victims develop symptoms (including 
yellow skin or eyes, dark urine, fever, etc.), 
they could have been carrying the virus 
for years and could be in the end stages of 
cirrhosis or liver cancer. 

Medicines have improved significantly. 
They are taken for three months, have few 
side effects, and cure about 95 percent of 
those treated.

CDC testing recommendations were 
updated in 2020 to include most adults. 
Ask about hepatitis C screening at your 
next exam. It could save your life! 

Bonnie Senftner, R.N., B.S.N., M.S.A.C, 
is a retired nurse and can be reached at 
Grthealth@yahoo.com for questions or 
referrals. 

Discovering Hepatitis C
By Nancy 
Nemitz, 
Create the 
Space

I have a lot 
of experi-
ence as a 

professional 
organizer 
working 
with people who struggle to get things 
done. I have heard every excuse known 
to mankind. And, yes, it’s difficult to stay 
motivated once the excitement of begin-
ning a new project wears off.

While I can’t share the more colorful 
excuses because this is a family newspaper, 
I can reveal the more common excuses.

I don’t have time. 
How much time is spent 
constantly searching 
for things? The honest 
answer is you’ve made 
other choices, prob-
ably very good ones, 
but other choices 
nonetheless.

I don’t know 
how to do the  
next step. 
This is one of the 
most difficult 
roadblocks. It takes 
discipline and 
research to find the 
answers. Whether or 
not you take the time 
and effort to figure 
it out will influence 
your decision a great 

deal on whether you should continue 
with the project at all.

I feel guilty about quitting 
because the supplies cost  
so much or I’ve spent so much 
time already. 
Guilt is a problem. The truth is the money 
is already gone and isn’t coming back no 
matter how long the project sits there.

My husband/wife/mother-in-law/
friend/child/distant cousin will 
kill me if I throw it out. 
Hundreds of clients who have said the 
same thing to me are still alive, so that 
should give you some comfort.

Ultimately, you have to be honest with 
yourself and be disciplined. Ask yourself 
what you will do, not what you want or 

hope or dream you will do. 
Hope is a wonderful thing, 
but an inch of dust on the 
pile of papers is evidence 
hope isn’t enough.

Be realistic. Perhaps 
your life has changed in 
some way that doesn’t 

leave energy to finish that 
project. Learn from your 
mistakes. Start what you 
will finish. 

Nancy Nemitz’s website is  
createthespace.com. She’s not 
on social media, so to comment, 
email nancy@createthespace.com.  
Her just released children’s 
book, The Boy With A  
Golden Heart, is available on 
Amazon. Support independent 
and local authors. 

Do You Have Unfinished Projects?
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HEALTH

Submitted by Amanda Butas, Home Care 
Assistance

Sleep loss can be helped through what doctors and 
sleep specialists refer to as proper sleep hygiene. 
These are best practices which have been shown 

to help people get sufficient sleep. I’ve introduced a 
number of these habits in my own life and found them 
quite helpful.

Tips for proper sleep hygiene include: 
• Exercise regularly;
• Choose calming activities to wind down in the 

evening;
• Soak your feet — it can have similar results to taking 

a bath or shower;
• Try a medical supplement such as melatonin;
• Consider your lifestyle and other health concerns and 

combat stressors with meditation, deep breathing or 
anything else you find relaxing;

• Address other health concerns and the possibility 
you may have sleep apnea and, if so, schedule an 
appointment with your doctor for further testing and 
discussion; and

• Keep a sleep journal on your bedside table, record 
your sleep patterns and share with your doctor, if 
needed.

HOW FOOD AFFECTS OUR SLEEP 
What we eat — and when we eat it — may also keep us 
awake at night. One of the most common reasons for this 
is digestion. Avoid eating meals (or even snacks) two hours 
prior to turning in for the night.

While you don’t want to go to bed hungry (a 
grumbling stomach will keep you awake), you don’t 
want to go to bed with a full stomach either. Heavier 
foods take longer to digest while excessive liquids 
(alcohol or otherwise) will result in more bathroom 
trips overnight. 

IMPROVE YOUR ENVIRONMENT TO IMPROVE 
YOUR SLEEP 
There are many ways to improve your sleep. Create a 
restful sleeping environment by doing the following:

• Keep the room dark by turning off the lights and 
closing the bedroom door;

• Hang heavier blinds/curtains to block outside light;
• Turn down the furnace — a cooler room temperature 

may help you sleep;
• Replace a digital alarm clock to one with a softer and 

more calming display light;
• Reduce distractions while you’re in bed — reading can 

help relax you while playing an electronic game may 
engage your brain and keep you awake;

• Ensure your mattress is comfortable — mattresses 
should be replaced every seven to eight years;

• Evaluate your pillow as well ensuring it still provides 
proper head and neck support; and

• Wear an eye mask or ear plugs — either or both of these 
ideas can help to block out distracting light or noise.

WHY SLEEP IS GOOD FOR YOUR BRAIN 
HEALTH 
Insomnia continues to be a well-researched subject with 
some interesting findings, such as poor sleep’s link to 

Alzheimer’s. An article from Psychology Today explained, 
“When it comes to mental well-being, sleep matters 
tremendously. During sleep, the body and brain repair 
themselves, strengthening the immune system —which 
has close ties to mental health — bolstering the stress 
response, and recharging the systems regulating emotions, 
and assisting to consolidate memories and thoughts, focus, 
and connections to others. High-quality sleep, in short, 
can improve someone’s life in a number of ways.”

Another article from the Brain & Health Magazine 
reports that proper sleep has direct impacts on our human 
brains and found, “Experts agree quality sleep is critical 
to cognitive function, especially in the short term. Studies 
show sleep deprivation hinders learning, impairs cognitive 
performance, and slows reaction time — like being intoxi-
cated but without the buzz. Scientists recently discovered 
that sleep and memory storage are inextricably linked as 
well. Now, they are wondering whether poor sleep contrib-
utes to neurodegenerative diseases and cognitive decline.”

What both these articles (and others like them) are 
saying is that a brain that is not working becomes a brain that 
will not continue working and will, in due course, shut down.

While getting to sleep and staying asleep may seem 
hard to do, the answer may not be that difficult. With 
some easy adjustments, you can, once again, be resting well 
and getting the sleep that you need. Sweet dreams! 

Amanda Butas is a Geriatric Case Manager at Home Care 
Assistance. The Mesa office is located right next to Bed Bath 
and Beyond on the northeast corner of Power and McKellips 
roads. Home Care Assistance provides home care services on an 
hourly or around-the-clock basis to older adults who need help. 

Services include support with basic activities of daily 
living and those living with certain conditions, such as 
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s, as well as supporting a successful 
transition home from the hospital or a rehab facility. For more 
information, call (480) 699-4899.

When Counting Sheep Doesn’t Work
HOW TO FALL ASLEEP AND STAY ASLEEP
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Call me today  
for help 

navigating 
Annual 

Enrollment  
this year!

Lynne Jones
CELL: 

480-212-2246

ARE MEDICARE  
PLAN CHANGES  

TOO 
CONFUSING?
Some Medicare plans are prone to change 
more than others each year. Let me help 
take some of the confusion out of choosing a 
plan for 2021 and beyond.

• Have you received a letter 
showing that your plan’s  
rates have changed more  
than you would have liked?

• Would you like personalized 
help exploring your  
Medicare options?

You are not alone.  This time of year is 
very confusing for most people that are 
on a Medicare plan.

By calling this number, you will be connected  
to a licensed insurance agent. www.edwardjones.com
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Call to action. Call to action. Call to 
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Call to action. Call to action. 

Linda Drake 
Financial Advisor

3654 N Power Rd Suite 169 
Mesa, AZ 85215 
480-985-2651

Brent D Hoskinson, AAMS® 
Financial Advisor

2941 N Power Rd Suite 103 
Mesa, AZ 85215 
480-985-3115

www.edwardjones.com
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Please download logos at  
www.edwardjones.com/graphics.

Do not typeset the logo.

The border is 3pt rule, yellow 
(PMS 116C)
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Call to action. Call to action. Call to 
action. Call to action. Call to action. 
Call to action. Call to action. 

Linda Drake 
Financial Advisor

3654 N Power Rd Suite 169 
Mesa, AZ 85215 
480-985-2651

Brent D Hoskinson, AAMS® 
Financial Advisor

2941 N Power Rd Suite 103 
Mesa, AZ 85215 
480-985-3115

Linda Drake, AAMS®

Financial Advisor
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Brent D Hoskinson, AAMS® 
Financial Advisor

2941 N Power Rd Suite 103 
Mesa, AZ 85215 
480-985-3115

Brent D. Hoskinson, AAMS®

Financial Advisor

2941 N. Power Road Suite 103
Mesa, AZ 85215
480-985-3115

Making 
Insurance 

so Simple, it’s 
Elementary

Home, Auto, Life & Business

Matt Watson, Agent
480-830-SAVE (7283)

NE Corner of Brown and Power
6836 E. Brown Rd. Ste. 101

Mesa, AZ 85207
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FINANCES Over Over 5050 HEALTH Over Over 5050

Submitted by Brent D. Hoskinson 
and Linda Drake

In all walks of life, resilience helps – 
and that’s certainly true when it comes 
to achieving your financial goals.
But to be resilient, you’ll need to 

overcome obstacles. For example, when 
investing in your IRA and 401(k), you 
may see your balances drop during periods 
of market volatility. To show resilience, 
though, you should remain invested.

Building your IRA and 401(k) 
is one thing – but protecting them is 
another. You may face situations in 
which you need a sizable amount of cash 
in a hurry, perhaps for a major car repair. 
Dipping into your retirement accounts 

Submitted by 
Tapestry Insurance

When you 
have 
diabetes, 

you have addi-
tional medical 
considerations.

Many people 
may not realize that 
there are primary care providers who 
specialize in diabetic care. Having your 
care managed by one of these providers 
may be a good option for you to consider.

There are Medicare Advantage plans 
available in Maricopa County which focus 
on maintaining and improving health for 
individuals with diabetes type 1 or type 
2. These plans focus on all aspects of the 
member to help identify, track, maintain 
and even improve outcomes for members 
with either of these types of diabetes. 
Some of the plans offer a substantial price 
reduction for insulin.

If you have diabetes type 1 or type 2, 
you may have the opportunity to consider 
your health care coverage. You may be 
eligible for a special election period that 
will allow you to switch to a plan focusing 

more on you and managing your diabetes.
Given the importance and complexity 

of this disease, taking the step to ask 
someone to help identify options for you 
is a must. Please call me to arrange an 
appointment. I can help you determine if 
a specialized Advantage plan might be the 
right choice for you.

As always, if you are turning 65 in the 
next six months or so, please call if you 
would like to set up a time to sit down and 
look at your options. I would love to assist 
you in any way. 

Call Lynne Jones, a licensed sales person, at 
(480) 212-2246.

Resilience is Key to 
Meeting Financial Goals

Medicare Plans Available 
to Help with Diabetes

Lynne Jones

early could result in penalties, but you 
can help avoid this setback by building 
an emergency fund.

Here’s one more challenge: Creating 
a long-term investment strategy and 
having the confidence to keep following 
it. Your resilience can be strengthened by 
getting regular guidance from a financial 
professional.

You will face some bumps in the road 
on your journey toward achieving your 
financial objectives. But by being resilient, 
you can keep moving forward.   

This article was written by Edward  
Jones for use by your local Edward Jones 
Financial Advisor.
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A premium home cleaning 
service for those who 

demand consistency, quality, 
and have an appreciation  

for the details.

(480) 924-2096
www.CarnationHome 

CleaningInc.com
All quotes given by phone 

or website.

 Bringing neighbors closer to their community

www.UpCloseAZ.com

PhillipsWest
Publishing | Design | Writing | Photography

7307 E. Tyndall St.
Mesa, AZ 85207
Phone: 480.748.1127
Fax: 480.882.0181
E-mail: publisher@phillipswest.com

Kim Phillips
Publisher

Publisher of Up Close newspapers
Bringing neighbors closer to their community

produced by:

LAS SENDAS  •  RED MOUNTAIN RANCH  •  MOUNTAIN BRIDGE  •  THE GROVES  •  MESA UPLANDS

ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
Call Kim Phillips at (480) 748-1127 or email Publisher@PhillipsWest.com

LOCAL BUSINESS

By Jamie Killin

After experiencing the healing 
powers of CBD, Tiana Klimczak 
and her husband Tracy decided 

to open their own Your CBD Store in 
November 2020.

The franchise carries high-quality, 
organic, non-GMO SunMed products, 
which Tiana describes as the Rolls Royce 
of CBD products. 

The shop carries a variety of products, 
including a water soluble which can be 
added to any liquid, a variety of oil tinctures 
applied under the tongue, edibles, vapes, and 
award-winning topical creams. Your CBD 
Store even carries a beauty line and CBD 
products formulated especially for pets.

“The healing properties are greater 
than anything else I’ve ever researched. I 
now know that healing topically from the 
outside in, and as importantly taking this 
product to heal from the inside out, really 
does the best for your body,” shared Tiana. 
“It doesn’t matter at what age you take it. 
In proper dosages it’s helped the elderly, 
children, and people that have chronic 

pain and ailments.”
In addition to her own healing 

journey, Tiana has been able to see the 
positive impact of CBD on those around 
her, including repeat customers and the 
shop’s general manager, who stopped 
experiencing migraines after incorporating 
SunMed CBD products into her routine. 

“We are beyond grateful and blessed 
to be able to help heal people during this 
time when they need to be healing the most 
to find peace, to find calm, to find balance,” 
said Tiana. “To provide that and see this 
through during such a difficult time has 
been awesome. That’s my silver lining.”

Tiana and Tracy also take time to 
educate clients — dispelling myths and 
empowering clients to heal themselves. 
For example, Tiana wants to ensure clients 
know these products have no psychoactive 
effects while also sharing the importance of 
Your CBD Store’s quality CBD products. 

Your CBD Store is located at 345 S. Power 
Road, Suite 104, in Mesa. For more informa-
tion, call the store at (480) 597-6887. 

Your CBD Store Offers 
Natural Healing Solutions for All Ages

Tiana and Tracy Klimczak
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CLASSIFIEDS
HOME SERVICES HOME SERVICES

MARK’S HOME IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS
It’s time to replace those smoke detectors! Specializing in 
Cabinetry, touch up, repair, rollout drawers, soft close hinges  
and glides. Plumbing, electrical, paint, drywall, lights, fans. 
etc... 30+ years experience. Call/Text Mark Griffin 480-980-1445.

MESA HOME MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR Plumbing,
electric, irrigation, garage doors, water heaters, tile and drywall
repairs, carpentry, handyman lists, and other services. All work
guaranteed. Sean Sornberger (480) 699-7990

LADY BLUES HOME CLEANING AND HOUSE SITTING SERVICE 
One person service. Estimates by phone. 18 years experience. Very 
well trusted with lots of references. Denise Ross 480-296-6752

DALE’S HAULING AND JUNK REMOVAL. Serving Mesa and the 
East Valley. Ready to clean out your garage, attic, rental property, 
etc? Retired veteran with truck and trailer. Free estimates. Call/
Text Dale 602-329-6887.

DUMPING DAVE - We haul it All. Yard debris, junk, appliances, 
furniture, cleanouts. Whatever you need cleaned up and hauled 
away. I am a 6th grade Mesa teacher working my 2nd job.  
Dave 480-360-JUNK (5865)

SPECIALTY SERVICES

APT LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE Monthly or Biweekly Land-
scape Maintenance, Lawn, Irrigation and Sprinkler Repair, 
Full Yard Clean Ups, Fertilization, Trees, Removals etc. Fully 
Insured, Bonded Workers Comp FREE ESTIMATES Mention 
this Ad and Receive 15% OFF! Commercial and Residential. 
We Accept Credit Cards. Please Call (480) 354-5802.

PROFESSIONAL TUTORING. Now online! Individualized, face-
to-face internet instruction. Multiple K-12 subjects including 
Math, Reading, Writing, and ACT/SAT test preparation. Summer 
enrichment activities as well.
Philip N. Swanson, Ph.D., 480-677-9459.

“KNOW BEFORE YOU THROW” the potential value of your
stuff. I have 32+ years of experience in appraising and liquidating 
estates and fine jewelry. Consult with me, Jon Englund,  
(480) 650-1422, or email to Jon@KnowBeforeYouThrow.INFO

Need a place to store your BOAT or RV? COMMERCIAL AND 
RESIDENTIAL PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE. Cross streets are 
University & 64th, in Mesa, AZ. For details, call Leo at 602-509-7138.

LOVE ALL PETS Pet Sitting and Care in your home for long/short-
term and last-minute care, (all references are local). AnneMarie 
Reinke at (810) 986-9150 or Tuckerboy113@gmail.com.  
For more information, visit www.eastvalleyloveallpets.com.

Lana K. Orme (480) 818-2897 EMERGENCY BABYSITTER/
CAREGIVER. (Gilbert/Brown) Calls answered as early as 4am 
daily. My Clearance and Background Checks are current. $30 to 
$40 an hour. Situations will vary so you must clarify your needs. 
Please contact me if my assistance is needed.

FOR RENT

LOOKING FOR A VACATION SPOT  
IN SAN DIEGO? LOOK NO FURTHER! 
Direct Ocean Views, 1,113 SQ. FT.  
One/Two Bedrooms – Two Bath  
3 Minute Walk to the Beach!  
High Speed Internet and 3 TVs.  
Fully Furnished. 4 night minimum. 
Call Art Bennett and Book Today!  
713-247-9507  
Art.Bennett@sbcglobal.net 
WEEKLY RATES STARTING AT  
$1,150 (No taxes. No extra charges.)

EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPACE: Available immediately $399!  
Utilities and high-speed internet included. Why work from home? 
(480) 510-0453

Mesa, AZ

345 S. Power Road Suite #104
480.597.688710

Mesa, AZ

345 S. Power Road Suite #104
480.597.688710 FREE! Buy any 2 products  

and receive the 3rd  
(of equal or lesser value) 

Award-Winning 
CBD Products 

For a Balanced Life
Our Selection Includes:

Topical Relief Creams • Oil Tinctures 
Water Solubles • Gummies

Edibles • Bath & Beauty
Pet Products • & More!

Our products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or 

prevent any disease. Consult your physician before use. Must be 
18 years or older or accompanied by an adult.

FREE SAMPLES DAILY

Open Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Wednesdays open until 7 p.m.

345 S. Power Road, Suite 104, Mesa, AZ 85206
(NE Corner at Broadway Road, near Albertsons)

(480) 597-6887     YourCBDStoreMesaAZ
Mesa0141.cbdrx4u.com
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PROFESSIONAL, AFFORDABLE TREE AND LANDSCAPE SERVICE

Fertilize for FREE with PurchaseCall for Details

Call today for a FREE ESTIMATE 
and get 15% OFF with this ad!

Offer has no cash value and may not be combined 
with any other offer, discount, coupon or promotion.

15% OFF

With Every Tree Trimming, 
We Granual Fertilize for 

FREE 

PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE

$18 an hour with your own supplies
$20 an hour with our supplies

INSURED AND BONDED

HOME/OFFICE/COMMERCIAL

Serving the East Valley 
for Over 15 Years

call (480) 354-7928 or (480) 206-9998

Red MountainMAIDS
HAPPINESS IS A CLEAN HOME

480-226-3986
480Handyman.com

Have you been putting home 
repairs off for a while?

480 Handyman 
Services can tackle those for you!

Leaks • Painting/Trim Work • Replacing Toilets/Sinks  
Doors/Cupboard Repair •  Windows & Screen Repairs 

Lighting • Most Home Repairs

Call Mike Leonard today!

I  even  
wash 

windows!

Valley Wide Service
Family owned & operated  

for over 33 years

Leo Renello 
480-981-0666

Mesa, AZ 85207
Board Certified Entomologist

SCORPIONS - BLACK WIDOWS 
TICKS - TERMITES - ANTS

Licensed - Bonded - Insured

A-1 PEST 
CONTROL. LLC

NEED TO GET RID  
OF SOME JUNK?

Storage Units • Rental Properties  
Garage Clean Outs • Yard Debris 

AND SO MUCH MORE!

DISCOUNTS  
TO VETS AND 

SENIORS! 
Owned & operated 

by a retired vet. 

CALL FOR A 
FREE ESTIMATE!
602-329-6887

www.DalesHauling.com
Serving Mesa & Surrounding Cities and Communities

NOW IS THE TIME 
TO TRIM YOUR TREES

www.newheights-tree.com

Call today for a free estimate!

480-216-0751

Fully Insured!

P L U M B I N G 

It’s all Black & White with

Specializing in residential service 
plumbing for over two decades. From 
water softeners and water heaters to 

gas lines and drain lines....we do it all!

Veterans and First Responders  
receive a 10% discount.

LICENSE * BONDED * INSURED

ZIPPY ZEBRAZIPPY ZEBRA

480-820-6595480-820-6595

Furnace / AC Tune-up - only $69
3-Ton AC units - only $3,995

HEATING AND A/C GUYS 
CHARGE TOO MUCH!!
Affordable Heating & Cooling Services

(480) 470-7771 

Over 1,000 Five-Star Reviews! 

FREE Service Calls 
FREE Diagnostic  

w/ Repair
Lifetime Warranty

Bonded/Insured • ROC #289252

Red Mountain Ranch Up Close  April 2012   15

www.UpCloseAZ.com

Insured
Bonded

E-Verify
Background 

Checks

Highest Rated - A Grade House Cleaning Service 
on www.AngiesList.com

HOUSE CLEANING, CARPET CLEANING & WINDOW CLEANING

www.TheMastersTouchCleaningService.com

Joann at The Master’s Touch

480-324-1640

Make  Your New
Year’s Dreams 

a Reality  
HIRE US!

SERVICE DIRECTORY

Director of Instruction Ben Weir
Contact Ben @ 602.391.7100
or benweir@pga.com
Las Sendas Golf Academy

Mention this ad and receive

$10 OFF
YOUR NEXT 

LESSON!

swingA New and Improved

Me

$$$$$$

for the Spring Season

J&B Home Maintenance
480-982-8242

Do You Need 
Plumbing Help?

Call Us First!

$10 Off Your First Service Call 
With This Ad

Keep your 
yard beautiful

MARTINEZ
Landscape Maintenance

Tree Removal
Gravel Installation

Tree Trimming
Clean Up
Irrigation

(480) 627-9479

Cooking with
Trudy

Saguaro  Lake  Ranch 

Trail  Rides

(480) 984-0335
www.saguarolaketrailrides.com

Shut Off the Water, Toss the Mower, Lets Go Green!
Give your Home a Facelift

Pays for Itself, and No More Maintenance!
Kids and Pets Love It!

10% OFF 
if Installed by Christmas

 in Fountain Hills only

Dan Bjorkman 
Bjorkman Turf Systems, LLC

602-448-6080 
 http://www.azgrassman.com

ROC 255089

10% OFF 

SO CLEAN, YOU LL THINK
5 Second Rule!

MIKE STERLING
480.241.4206

Formerly 
Welcome home Pools

Desert Food Storage, LLC

BE PREPARED  •  BE INDEPENDENT

480-217-5095
Service@desertfoodstorage.com

2154 E. Rio Salado Pkwy, Tempe

• One Year to One Month Food Supply Kits
• Emergency Water Storage Options
• Emergency Supplies
• First Aid Kits
• Custom Orders
• Delivery Available

We CARE for your 
POOL like it’s our own!
New customers receive half 

off their first month’s service.

Call Marilyn Smith
to schedule a courtesy estimate.
CERTIFIED POOL OPERATOR 
with 20+ Years Experience

(602) 290-8774

K
PoolCare
K
PoolCare
K
PoolCare
K
PoolCare

 
                    -Winston Churchill 

Michael Eberhardt 
Designed Estate Plans, LLC 

91 W. Baylor Lane 
Gilbert, AZ 85233 

480-726-8805 
Michael@asset1.com 

Complimentary review to the 
first 10 people.  

Please call to set up your   
appointment today. 

 
 

 
 

This is a $200 value! 

2nd Month Service 

FREE 
when you mention this ad!

www.azpoolwatch.com

480.688.1728
15 Years Experience

LOW IMPACT

FITNESS BOOTCAMP
Featuring Claudia Collins, R.N., B.S.N., 

Certified Health Coach & Certified Personal Trainer

Let us help you be your healthiest self!

@ the Victory Energy Wellness Center
3654 N. Power Rd., Suite 125ower Rd., Suite 125

CALL NOW & RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY HEALTH ASSESSMENT WHEN YOU JOIN!$5000 Value!

www.yourrnhealthcoach.com
480-650-9452

PARENTS  
HIGH SCHOOL HAS CHANGED!

Mary Martha  
Gingerella  
Experienced Coach  
& Family Partner

azleadersandlearners@gmail.com

Call 
(480) 329-0450

High School,
College & Career
Planning Services

Register to Reserve your Spot 
Call (480) 329-0450 or  

Email azleadersandlearners@gmail.com

Register for Workshop

“PARENTS AS COACHES & MENTORS”
1. Know the Facts; Get Answers

2. Avoid Top 5 Parent/Coach Mistakes
3. Be an Advocate vs. Overbearing Parent

DATE Sunday, April 22nd 2-4pm
COST $40 per person  LOCATION Las Sendas, Mesa, AZ

FRIDGE &  
APPLIANCE  
PICKUPFREE

Free appliance pickup 
in range for all 
residential and 
commercial 
appliances. 
Refrigerators, 
stoves, ovens, 
dishwashers, washers, dryers, water 
heaters, ac units and more accepted.

Call or Text Tony at 
(480) 227-6880

Text for easiest and fastest response

Real Estate 
Train Wreck?
We Can Help!

Fair, Comprehensive & Discreet.

DON’T WAIT - REACH 
OUT FOR HELP NOW.
CALL or TEXT DAN

(480) 256-8061

FULL SERVICE CPA 
FIRM LICENSED 
IN ARIZONA FOR 
OVER 30 YEARS

480.833.8300
2500 S. Power Road, Suite 129
Mesa, AZ 85209
www.toepelcompany.com

• Highly Trained In-House Tax 
& Accounting Professionals

• Quality Service & Advice to 
Reduce Your Tax Liability

• Solutions

• Open Communication

• Prompt Service

• IRS Representation

• Exceptional Value

• Accessible Year Round

* Limited Availability

INDIVIDUAL    |     BUSINESS    |     NON-PROFIT    |     ESTATE AND TRUST

FREE30 MINUTE 
TELEPHONE  
CONSULTATION*

Toepel Company, PC



Mother’s Day 
       BrunchTHE VISTAS  

PAVILION 
AT LAS SENDAS

SUNDAY, MAY 9th • 10am-1pm
$55 FOR ADULTS • $18.95 FOR CHILDREN (AGES 5-12) 

PLUS TAX AND GRATUITY.

Limited Seating! Social Distancing Observed

RESERVATIONS 
REQUIRED 
(480) 396-4000;222
jfogle@lassendas.com
7555 E. Eagle Crest Drive 
Mesa, AZ 85207

Enjoy Mother’s Day Brunch in the 
Pavilion with Stunning Views of 
the Valley and a Gourmet Buffet

BRUNCH INCLUDES:
Chef Carved New York Strip 
Roasted Stuffed Turkey 
Seafood Display 
Omelette Station
Chef’s Special Selection Of Pastries 
And Desserts And Much More! 

Summer
WEDDING 
SPECIAL 
$5,999** 
 (Up to 100 Guests)

PACKAGE INCLUDES... 

Ceremony

White garden chairs 

Serenity Garden ceremony location

Set up & breakdown

Lemonade & water station

Champagne and Cheese Tray for 
bridal party

Gift table, sign in table

Bridal changing room

Access to prime pre-ceremony 
photography sites*

Reception

Black or Ivory linens

Tables and chairs

Buffet or plated meal* 

Two tray passed appetizers

Up lights 

15x15 Dance floor 

Projection screen and projector 
for slideshows

In-house centerpieces*

Complimentary cocktail hour for 
house wine and beers

*Some restrictions may apply   **All services are subject to tax and service charges (not included in price).

THE VISTAS 
PAVILION 2021

Contact Us for More Details! 
(480) 396-4000;222 • jfogle@lassendas.com 

Summer special is valid May 2021 - September 2021

7555 E. Eagle Crest Drive, Mesa, AZ 85207 • www.lassendas.com




